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Ititroductory Note

This was the fourth conference to be convened by C1LT on behalf of
the Committee on Research and Development in Modern Languages. Like
others, it brought together a number of experts to discuss a subject of immediate
interest to language teachers. It aimed to survey and clarity opinion about exist-
ing language examinations and possibly to indicate topics on which research
might be useful.

In some form, examinations affect almost all language teaching and most
teachers have strong views about their influence or efficiency. Only limited
aspects of the field could be discussed in the time available : these aspects
included GCE and CSE examinations, certain non-school examinations,
examinations in English as a foreign language and the use of objective techniques
and continuous assessment. University level examinations were not specifically
considered.

The following chapters include revised and edited versions of papers
presented, a postscript arising from one session (Chapter 8), and a summary of
the main opinions in the discussions (Chapter 9). The opinions expressed in the
papers are of course those of their individual authors. Appendices provide a note
of relevant research known to be current in Britain, a select bibliography and a
list of the particiNnts.

G. E. Perren
Director,
Centre for information
on Language Teaching
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Examining bodies referred to and
abbreviations used in the text

Boards examining for the General Certificate of Education (GCE)

Associated Examining Board AEB
Univer,ity of Cambridge Local Examinations

Syndicate Cambridge
Joint Matriculation Board (The Universities of

Birmingham, heeds, Liverpool, Manchester and
Sheffield) JNI13

University Entrance and Schools Examinations
Council, Universqy of London London

Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examinations
Board 0 & C

Oxford Delegacy of Local Examinations Oxford
Southern Universities' Joint Beard for School

Examinations (Universities of Bath, Bristol,
Exeter, Reading, Southampton and Surrey) SU .111

Welsh Joint Education Committee V F:C
Northern Ireland General Certificate of

Education Committee Northern Ireland

Regional examining boards for Certificate of Secondary Education (CSI:)

Metropolitan East Anglian Associated
Middlesex Northern Lancashire
SouthEast Last Anglian North
Southern Southern North NVestern
South Western East Midlands Welsh

West Midlands West Yorkshire
and Lindsey

Yorkshire
Other CIO mining bodies

Institute of Linguists
London Chamber of Commerce LCC
Royal Soc'^ty of Arts RSA
Trinity College of Musk, London TCM
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CHAPTER I

The influence of GCE examinations
on teaching modern languages

(I) '0' level

B. W. PACE

We all know, of cow se, that examinations should not influence teaching
methods at all. We, the teachers, should aim at teaching our subject to the
highest level of competence our individual pupils can attain and external public
examinations should arrive as an incidental, objective assessment of that attain-
ment. We all know, equally well, that this is not true. Probably the most
undesirable result of the wholly justified democratisation of education over the
past twenty-five yea's has been the enormous importance assumed by examina-
tion results. In a society increasingly open to all the talents, where people are to
be selected for higher education, the civil service, banking, insurance of what you
will, :caddy available criteria will be used and public examination results will
provide them. 11'hatever our aims in teaching a 'foreign' language-- some com-
petence in understanding, speaking and reading, sonic awareness of French
culture, a feeling of foreignness, of the validity of a different view of life- one
of our aims is undoubtedly io get our pupils through '0' level. To that end we
study the examination, we try to see precisely what the examiners are testing, we
even draw up syllabuses based on past examination papers Clio need to teach
the subjunctive-- it never conies up') and we teach accordingly. Some embrace
this situation with enthusiasm, oti,ers less wholeheartedly, but we all fee! that
whatever our private opinion of she examin..tion, our duty towards our pupils
is to prepare them for it to the best of our ability.

The traditional '0' level examination' of composition, translation from
and into the language, and possibly some sort of trading or aural comprehensicn

' I mention French only in this paper. There is 5ety little difference in the treatment of
other modern languages by the examination boards
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test or reproduction, tries to give something to both the reformers who insist
that in order to learn French you must use French, and the traditionalists who
insist that, for French to have any educational justification, pupils must show
that they know it by being able to translate (particularly into French) and show
their intellectual paces thereby.

The oral part of this examination generally consists of a reading test and
a few minutes' conversation prompted by some elementary questions on age,
weather and the reading passage. Over the past six years, various boards have
produced alternative examinations which do away with translation into French
or make it an optional alternative to a reproduction or comprehension test'.

The traditional examination, however, which is still taken by far the
largest number of candidates', tests translation above all else. The normal Joint
Matriculation Board French '0' level', taken by over 36,000 candidates, may
serve as a typical example. In it, 45 per cent of the marks are given for writing
English and another 20 per cent for translating from English. Twelve per cent are
given for reading or writing given French (dictation and reading passage). Only
23 per cent are given for individual written and spoken expression in the
language.

Translation, then, and particularly translation into French because it is
the most difficult, is dominant. In vain experts telt us that a. oral approach,
even in these conditions, is nevertheless the most effective. We do not dare to
believe this because in the experience of most of us it is not true. We teach our
pupils to respond in structured situations like this :

C'est toi qui as donne Ic bailor) N ican.Paul
Oui, je Ic lui ai donne

or : Non, c'est Michel qui Ic lui a donne etc.

We can sometimes get this sort of phrase used spontancousli in an unstructured
situation----certainly we hope to. But this is no guarantee at all that the same
pupil faced with the English :

I gave it to him
or even worse :

I gave him it
will get the answer right. The situation is quite different ; the pronoun it is no
longer referring hack to a previously mentioned le bottom nor lui to d konPatd.

' Ste Note I, p. 14
See Note II, p. 14

'See Note i l I, p. 15
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The pupil now has to make a quite different set of connections between it and re
and him and ftri and all this has to be taught. lfence the fiendishly ingenious
sentences we concoct

IVIrs' did he give some of it to them thci c?
which beau rio relation to real live communication any more than do many
language laboratory drills.

Most boards go to considerable trouble to involve teachers in the formu-
lation of their examinations so that it may be claimed that tests reflect the
methods of teaching rather than distort them. Whether they reflect or distort is
a chicken and egg problem and depends on the individual teacher. If be is a
traditionalist, the normal '0' level reflects his teaching; if Ire is not, it distorts
it. I lowever, public examinations have tended to reflect the more conservative
methods and the new alternative '0' levels result from discontent over the years
of a growing minority who want to use different methods. Nevertheless, the
traditional examination has not had by any means a totally stifling effect. All
the audiosisual, audiolingual, language laboratot courses and me thods of the
past ten years have been initiated under its domination, and most have had to
justify themselves according to its criteria'. But these expetime iris have been
carried out by enthusiastic teachers who were is Wing to take a risk with their
pupils; many who arc sympathetic to new methods have not embarked upon
them, and upon the often large capital investmer., involsed, purely l ecaus'thete
was, until recently, no suitable examination at the cud of the course.

'h he alternative papers now SC t lsy SO crai examination lx:attls vary but
all have the same characteristic of abolishing translation from English and of
placing more emphasis on speaking or reading. '1 he JMIt '0' les el French
(Alternative Syllabus)', which is very similar to the (Iambi idge Alternative B,
goes furthest in this direction. In it only 10 per cent of marks are given for work
in Englis'n, 30 per cent for passive comprehension, 25 per cent for scini ditectcd
1.15C of French (anssscrs in French to given questions) and 30 Fel- cent to indi-
vidual expression in the language. '11 his new es:mit/ration prows sic with a
new set of criteria to satisfy. 'Ile arguments of those 'sho ate prepared to make
sonic concession to what they feel vaguely to IM a rodent sr( w and ss ha declare
that they use the "direct method" in the first year but are then compelled by
the requitements of the public examinations to "gel doNsit to ssork". the

'Ste S. R. Ingram and J. C. Mace, 'Audio.koal ricrahfouthcr t%pcFicnce. ,trod,,,,
tengsfays, col. X1,111, 1961, for how the first 0,1043 stared on an audio-Aioal tours,
e < re f 'Tweet to perform at '0' level

'Su Note IV, p. 115
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Lion being that what was being done in the first year was not really work and
that grammar and translation alone arc work" can no longer stand. French
spoken and written without recourse to English is now required. 'The aim of
this syllabus is to evaluate attainment in speaking and writing French and in
comprehending its spoken and written form, reducing to a minimum the role
of English". What used to be considered 'frills' are now 'real work', i.e. what the
examiners want. Candidates must read a large amount of varied material,
roust hear a large number of different native voices and must have an ininnense
amount of individual practice in speaking-65 per cent of the marks are given
for the use of these skills. Moreover, 25 per cent go to individual spoken response
different for each of the thirty or so members of a class. Time must also be
found for nominal practice in writing. How can such skills be taught, tested,
guaranteed accurate and yet retain some individual spontaneity ? We have ail
experimented with beginners in French. We all know how delightfully primary
school children can go through their dialogues, how even up to their second
and third year in secondary school, children can retain some skill in convulsing
in French even when they have given up conversing in English. Hut most of us
have not until now tried to make cvety single member- of a fifth form able to
Converse in French for five full minutes. knowing that his per fotinallfe will

count for a quarter of his total marks.

All this needs a fundamentally different approach. A method in which
a traditional course book is followed year by year with little or no use of a
tape recorder, and only the occasional additional reader, will riot literate can
didates for this examination. We arc no longer in the position of having to
Snake the difficult transition to an examinationbased bookcourse after two or
three years of oral method. We can go on using the techniques already often
used in the first two years without the nagging feeling that the skills we any
teaching are going to be largely irrelevant to the examination. Croup %soil:
which progresses through the years from conversation drills on specific points
or di::.-ceed dialogues to is more genuine free exchange of ideas and views on
topics and books being studied, is now directly relevant to a major poi t of the
examination. Almost anything can feed this group in its later stages : the pupils'
own everyday experiences, last Saturday's match, the books they arc reading
in French Of English. a topic or l,roject they are engaged upon. news of their
French coerespondents and the making of tapes to send to their French con-
tacts. All this can be the subject of question and answer and discussion in
small groups of four or five. Class libraries of readers covering as luge an area

F. M. 110clasen, teeming rsiodoot Issicinscee. Rourfolge, ter. p.7
' Preamble to the ululation, far the Altcrnatiye Syllabus in '0' lcsrl Punch. ISM
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of interest as possible should provide individual reading and the basis for much
written work, if work sheets consisting of questionnaires, sonic contextualised
drills and directions for summaries, reproductions and guided compositions
accompany them.

Conyersanon (a)

The 'hundred questions' technique has been subjected to much criticism.
It is a laudable attempt to chart an area of the examination in advance. A hun-
dred questions on all sorts of subjects are set and are prepared for during the
course of the year. In the examination ten are chosen at random for each can-
didate, who is expected to answer without hesitation or need for much reflec-
tion. This has been criticised as too mechanical a test involving too much
rote-learning, but it can be as mechanical or not as the teacher or candidate
wishes. The questions (some of which could be improved) cover a great deal of
gro-.,d and can be the basis of much conversation practice in groups or with
the whole class. Since they ingeniously involve a good variety of tenses they
arc invaluable for provoking meaningful pattern practice in verb forms and
tense usage.

Conversation (b)

This has to be a real conversation and not a memorised lecture. Five
minutes seeing a long time to the prospective candidate but, in practice, he
usually has little difficulty in filling it. the transition in group or class work
from stereotyped drills, dialogues arid role-playing to freer exchange is very
difficult to make but has to be made if the language is to become a genuine
means of communication. I his test obliges teacher and pupils to snake the
effort. It has been argued that too much reliance on predetermined conversa-
tion material can in fact hamper the subsequent leap to independent com-
munication. If this is true, the test will encourage us t i wean our pupils from
drills.

.1 he use of an audio- visual course and graded taped material improves
listening comprehension quite dramatically. It is entirely appropriate that the
examination should encourage this by giving it a substantial number of marks,
and it is not surprising that the examiners hate found this test to be well done.

The abolition of translation has produced a distinct improvement in the
authenticity of written French, Anglicisms still occur but the habit of thinking
is all out in English first is dying.
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Fluency in all the skills of hearing. speaking, reading and writing is
much improved by the training imposed by this examination. But mistakes still
abound and the old conflict between fluency and accuracy has been intensified
rather than resolved. Discovery methods, 'working it out for oneself, are not
generally relevant to modern language teaching. We cannot afford to let our
pupils acquire approAirnattly correct linguistic habits even if they can com-
municate adequately with them, We are always having to make the difficult
judgement of when to interrupt the flow in order to correct the grammar.

The examination is by no means perfect yet and there are several ways
in which it could be rapidly and easily improved. Above all, the board should
accept the responsibility it undoubtedly has in influencing what is done in the
classroom. 'File new JM11 syllabus dots not merely evaluate attainment; it
encourages certain skills in a quite specific way and it should not avoid tl
ensuing responsibility. 'l his lies in two main areas :

(1) Accuracy: The word occurs again and again in the regulations and
it is atsessed and marked in all the forms of written and spoken
expression but nowhere is it defined. When the members of a com-
mittee of the Incorporated Association of Assistant Masters were
revising The Teaching of Modern Languages in l%7, they wrote
to all the examination boards to ask their views on the list of gram-
matical tot/rant-el published by the Nlinisthe de l'Instruction Pub-
lique in 1901 and gave a list of those alternatives they considered
valid today. Only three of the boards replied and they presented
such divergent views that nothing could be decided. If the limits of
tolerance on points of grammar are so fluid, how much more so are
they in pronunciation, accent, intonation, fluency and other inter.
dependent qualities, all of vshich arc judged and marked in this
examination. Such published scales for assessing taped examinations
as exist' ate scarcely helpful. Each quality described as inarkable
angFeired, laboured, incoroistent, uncertain, fairly accuratek
purely subjective. flow are we to know that our views are the same
at the examiners ? arov(1 simpl trough. After a giism
examination a sample half do7c n written compositions should be
photo-copied with a commentary on how the marks were awarded.
For conversation and reading test a similar sample of tapes should
be made. All these would be available to any teacher who wanted
to find out to just what standards he was supposed to be working.

' Otte r, fl. S., 'An (IA prc.ficic ney asseorricnt chart'. Medan tanookti, NA. XIV!
no. 4, December 1965



(2) Linguistic content: This point has been made many times before,
bt.t if there is a difference between '0' level French and 'A' level
French, it should be more closely defined. The new 'Nuffield'
examinations, where 75 per cent of the linguistic material will have
appeared in the course itself, go some way towards this. The boards
setting new examinations must define the linguistic areas in which
we are supposed to be working.

Some details of the new JNIII examination could be improved. Reading
a passage aloud seems a highly artificial activity. If reading aloud is necessary,
I should like to see a printed dialogue of which the examiner reads one part
and the candidate the other. This would fit in much better with the give and
take of modern methods.

The composition could be modified. The pictures are sometimes tire-
somely facetious and ihe boards should perhaps suggest different styles in %%Melt
the story could be retold : a policeman's report, a journalist's account for his
paper, a television newsreel interview with one of the participants or the
incident recounted as part of a play or novel.

The examination should include some work done during the course of
the year. What can be done on a particular day is by no means necessarily
one's best performance and some pieces of class work done at different stages
would help to shorten the odds against the nervous, borderline candidate who
is peculiarly vulnerable. The new alternative 'A' level offered by the JMB for
1972 includes an element of this sort and it could 'profitably he included at
'0' level also.

One other important skill has never been tested by examination hoards
fast reading. tot teaching of mod:rn kniguages. even using nevv methods,

is still so concerned with grammatical accuracy that, although munch more
reading is done than before, there is no pressing need for the pupils to progress
beyond the stage of slow subvocalisation or even mental translation %%ben read-
ing. If a test were included which involved the wiling and comprchrntinn of
passages of French too long to translate NSithin the time available, the acquisi
tion of a valuable skill would be encouraged.

One cannot, however, expect a single examination to do everything.
The Dili Alternative 40' level in French and the Cambridge Alternative B,
more revolutionary in conception and execution than the minor alterations
practised by some other boards, already do much. There is, however, room for
still more alternatives to provide relevant objectives.
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NOTE I

Alternatives to translation into French offered in 1970

AEB: Written comprehension test with French ques-
tions requiring answers in French; larger con-
versation.

*Cambridge: Alternative B: A second free composition; a much
enlarged oral/aural test (as for JN113 Alternative).
Alternative C: Written comprehension test with
French questions requiring answers in French; a
more difficult dictation.

JAI B: Written comprehension test with French ques-
tions requiring answers in French; a much
enlarged oral/aural test (see Note IV).

London: Written comprehension test with French ques-
tions requiring answers in French.

Oxford: Aural comprehension test requiring written
answers in French.

O & C: Free composition from pictures; larger conversa-
tion.

SUM: Reproduction of a spoken story of 230 to 250
words.

* In 1971 Cambridge is combining its alternatives into one syllabus so that
various choices of test can be made. The translation into French will he an
alternative to a second free composition.

NOTE I

Numbers of candidates (a herr at ailablr),Surnmer 1969

1. Candidates offering translation into French :
Cambridge
IMB

I 5.627

36.406

London 28.783*

Oxford 21,921

0 & C 10.642

111EC 6,575

*Summer 1968. 1969 figures not )et available.
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2. Candidates offering alternatives to translation into French :
8,886

Cambridge ... 4,635

J31 I3 5,687

Oxford 2,876

3. Percentages offering translation or alternatives in hoards supplying
both :

Translation Afternatire
Cambridge ... 77 23

/3113 86.5 13.5

Oxford 88.4 11.6

NOTE III

/3113 '0' keel French Syllabus (traditional form) Allocation of Marls
Paper 1:

1. Translation from English ... 20%
2. Free compositiona story based on a given set

of pictures or outline; or a letter 16.6%

Dictation 8.3%
Paper 2:

1. Two passages for translation from French ... 30%
2. Reading comprehension test : written English

questions requiring answc-s in English ... 8.6%
Aural Comprehension test: Written English ques-

tions requiring answers in English ... 6.6%
Oral Etamination:
1. Reading Test 3.3%
2. Conversation 6.6%

NOTE IV

/.113'0' ler el French (Altonatire S)11abus) Allocation of Marts
Paper 1:

1. Fir tkquirkriiivii . (A.v..11) siiuil.0 to 1/ie tiadi
tional form ... 15%

2. Reading comprehension test : ssiitten French
questions requiring answers in French ... 15%

Paper 2:
I. Listening comprehension test: a three-part

listening test on tape lasting thirty minutes
kith multiple choice arms-yrs.
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Part i: the candidate hears a remark and has
to choose who the speaker is or where he is.
Part ii: the candidate hears a series of con-
nected remarks or questions on a theme and
has to choose appropriate answers or comments.
Part iii: two short incidents arc related and
the candidate chooses appropriate statements
of fact about them ... . 15%

2. Reading comprehension test : a two-part test

with multiple choke answers.
Part 1: a series of single sentence statements
about a person in a given situation. The candi-
date chooses what is likely to be said.
Part ii: four prose passages on various subjects
are given; the candidate chooses statements of
fact about them 15%

3. Translation from French (the first of the two
passage on the traditional paper) 10%

Orat Examination:
1. Reading Test ... 5%
2. Conversation (a): the candidate prepares before-

hand the answers to a hundred given ques-
tions on a variety of topics. Ten are chosen at
random in the examination room for the can-
didate to answer . 10%
Cordx-tration (b): the candidate converses with
the examiner on two books chosen at random
from three prepared or on one topic chosen
from four prepared 15%

(2) 'A' level
W. M. SHORTY

Corit cuitiori of sitsitth Viral to kiNg modern h7r),(/4(7,C(.1

Today's problem is not so much one of increased numbers but of the

lack of homogeneity of the sixth form. choose sixth form courses for the
follcm-ing reasons (not necessarily in this order of importance) : in the junior
and middle school. sympathetic teaching and .'or the individual personality of
a teacher have created an interest and liking for more advanced work; certain

16



subjects offer special interest and satisfaction; post '0' and CSE level educa-
tion with, perhaps, a further qualification, may lead to a rewarding career.

Thus a foreign language sixth form today, particularly in some well-
established urban comprehensive schools, could consist of the following clearly
defined groups :

(I) Pupils with good '0' level grades, probably going on to university
or similar institutions, who can cope miff-. and derive benefit from
the existing 'A' level examination.

(2) Pupils with indifferent/poor '0' level grades, but who still wish to
continue their foreign language, using it possibly as a third subject
supporting their other two 'A' levels. This group needs a revised
syllabus and a new examination. The proposed minor examina-
tion (Schools Council Working Paper 5) would have been very
suitable.

It is interesting to note that commenting on the proposals to
establish CCE in 1951, the Cambridge and 0 & C boards regretted
the passing of the Higher School Certificate Subsidiary Level (as do
many of the older teachers). The steady rise in popularity of the
'0' ('A') subjects sshich these boards offer for examination at a level
between 'A' and '0' level indicates the need for this type of examina-
tion. It is a pity that passes at this level are recognised as being only
'0' level.

(3) PostCSE pupils, interested in the life and customs of a foreign
country but with no firm skill in the written language and with
varying degrees of competence in speaking it. Their command of
the printed word will be passive rather than active.

(4) Pupils beginning a foreign language and needing intensive prepara-
tion. For these, '0' level is hardly sophisticated enough and existing
'A' level plainly will not do.

Even if groups 1-3 are arranged in sets according to ability (not always pos-
sible because of subject grouping) they still face the same examination at the
end of their course : an examination based almost exclusively on active use of
the foreign language with literary studies added, and whose scope and form
have remained remarkably stable throughout a period of great educational
change and upheaval.

Nature of 'A' hurt

1Vhatever one considers 'A' level to be -a leaving examination to test

17



work done in language and literature, or a device for passing information on
to universities about their prospective entrants--this examination determines
not only the nature of a sixth form course, but also the significance attached to
different elements of the course. Good leaching techniques arc not necessarily
synonymous with good examining techniques, but in practice the majority of
teachers do teach to this examination. Taking into account the difficulties faced
by candidates applying for the Arts faculties of universities, they cannot do
otherwise. The percentages conventionally awarded to the middle range, grades
B to I) in particular, arc so tightly grouped that borderlines become all impor-
tant. II, C, C would probably secure for a candidate a place at the university
of his choice, whilst B, C, I) may well not. Moreover, many boards have 'hurdles'
in various sections of their examination: e.g. in French, London, Northern
Ireland, SUJB and Oxford impose hurdles on the language papers and to these
Northern Ireland and SUJB add the oral test. AEB and 0 & C require a mini-
mum performance in the prose and essay. Whatever is adopted --i.e. the impos-
ing of hurdles or the allocation of marks to give a balancing or weighting effect
--this will inevitably be reflected in the emphasis Nvhich a teacher gives to the
different elements in his course.

Translation into the foreign language

In recent times, prose translation has had to withstand fairly sustained
attacks. These car. be summarised in the argument that it is of doubtful value
as a means of learning a foreign language and preparing for it wastes touch
valuable time that could be better spent in building up experience. In spite of
these criticisms, I hold the view that it is a valid test for the university- aspirant
to undergo, but wiM the proviso that the passage can be safely rendered into
the foreign language, avoids undue sophistication of idiom, literary or highly-
coloured vocabulary and is within the pupil's expel knee.

the follo%ving examples of what is considered inappropriate are taken
from recent JNIB papers for translation into Spanish :

(1) ' or a beggar, stopping at house after house, ulio raised his coke
at each re ja, the %fought iron gate that led into the ratio, and begged
for alms Isith the phrase of ininiemoiiAl usage.'

(2) She had the black hair of the true G)piy and an insolent terrible man
net as though driving prisoners to their execution, and I should have
written 'criminals, (or the instincts of such a creature were surely
upon the side of crime.'

(3) `Go on and read a book all full of love affairs with the beautiful shiny
black prirxesses.'

(4) 'The warmth of the sun fell on us like a treasure, and the da)lieht
moved over the sea in great, skew transposilicins of colour, el5eire each
night in purple ducks. The cliffs soaked up the sunsets hie red sponges
and the distant mountains shone blue ac gigantic saw.'
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It is true that during the first year of the 'A' level course training pupils
in prose translation is often a rather tedious affair. But after two terms at the
outside, it need not talie up more than one period per ten days, and then purely
for the purpo5e of correcting. Any teacher who gives prose lessons regularly
over two years is simply wasting his own and his pupils' time.

Translation into English

Too frequently this tutus out to be a literary, stylistic exercise. Here,
possibly more than ism/where else in the 'A' level examination, are the tradi-
tional university approach and influence apparent. The candidate is faced with
passages of admirably descriptive writing'the storm', 'a fishing village', 'a
rural scene', 'a harbour scene and village'- -arc representative titles of some of
th, passages set in Spanish by the JM13 over the last decade. (l low refreshingly
different was the passage of 1968 about Berlin, written in a good, journalistic
style!) 1 much prefer my pupils to have to deal with a piece of French of this
sort :

'Quarante pour cent del ttudiants francais font un travail rimuntrt cheque
annte. Cot n'importe quoi. Tout cu bon. I:uses-it'd est que ca itpporte
du sous, %idutancnt. Par cumpIe, I ttois heutes du matin on enfile une
bIouse I la gale dc 't'augiratil et on prcnd i plcins brat einquante poulcs
plurntes et vidtcs qui viennent &arrive, des queue coins de Is Bretagne,
Et on les charge SUM un carrion. Le carrion plcin, on rnonle dans la cabins
et on &mane. Cur beau, Paris, dans Ic petit rnarin. Arrive( aux Hanes, on
&charge le carrion. Puis on repast pour la gate de Vaugirard et ca worn-
menu.. II ne taut pas fItchir : on se ferait umplacer par les %Isis' por truss
On fait ca pour dix francs la null. Parfois on a le droit I un cassecrotte
en suppltment: Camembert, pain, un van de sin. AprIs ca, en rentrant,
it taut pIongcr le nes data hs bouquins ct Ica count. Bien stir, it y des
bcsogncs moms rucks: su-vir de ttmoin I un prat's; faire Ic quatrihme dans
un tourr,oi de bridge; pion-inner dcs enfants l'aprts-rnidi. Mail ckst
Ec.ceptionner (.4E11, Nor (TO(' 1967)

For them, at their level, it is much more authentic than this :
'Ricci West plus dtlicicuts que ces prernihes jourrWti erautorme ou 1..4
agit, de puissant, runout scroble une ants invisible door les vague; re Ittiscnt
dans Its arbres, Landis que Ic solcil, dominant cute furor et cc tumulte,
accorde I la mnindre Fleur Tombsc qukIle fen [owner I son pied jusqu'au

( /AMA, 19671

ktiely

Here we are faced with ambiguity, imprecision of purpose or aim. On
the one hand, it is clear from many of the topics set that the essay is viewed in
its tradional light---a piece of airy, entertaining nonsense, a didactic com-
position, or a discursive argument with the assumption that the writer has at
his disposal a wealth of vocabulary and a command of stylistic idiom. Vet, on
the other band, GCE hoards (though not all,. allocate substantially inore marks
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to form than to content, thus indicating what they hold to be more important,
i.e. cotrect use of the foreign language.

Now the average sixth form pupil finds his command of the foreign lan-
guage baldly adequate to do himself justice in this test. The distance separating
his achievement in his own language from what he can realise in the foreign
language is very great indeedfar greater than it was at '0' level in fact. In
these circumstances, the teacher's counsel is one of caution and adventurous
ideas may be sacrificed to pedestrian, though correct, writing. What could be
an interesting exercise for the pupil turns out to be a very dull affair indeed.
I doubt whether the quality of much essay work at 'A' level is such as to con-
sider the essay a serious alternative to prose composition. I should like to see
this vaguely conceived exercise replaced by clearly defined areas or limited
situations, where the terms of reference are laid down, where boundaries of
language are prescribed. The AE11 shows some concern for this problem of
limitation of linguistic field. The regulations governing the new 'A' keel syllabus
state that 'the linguistic fields covered by the essay subjects will have some
bearing on the areas of knowledge contained in the topics or the prescribed
texts of Paper III'. This is a welcome move away from those essay topics that
arc too fanciful or sophisticated, as, e.g. :

'Vivi?' es convivis o no cs nada' (Jorge Guilk'n)
Las veniajas de la liuvia
El valor de IT amistad
Les bicnfaits de la pauvrciF
'La ternrshance et le travail s...,1 Iss dt UN srais riti'dceins de Iliosith,e'
Les dangers de la routine
Warum taclicn win
rrcundschaft
MUM mind Phaniasit

!Mem, ft re ICivilicarion

A teacher is probably at his best when he is teaching what he enjoys
and what he believes in. It is in Paper III where he will find this freedom to
operate and it is right that this should be so. ;VA the laudable intention of
getting away from the syllabus traditionally dominated by 'classical' literature.
the AEli has introduced a 'civilisation' topic coupled with twentieth century
texts. I can appreciate the reasons that prompt this innovation : much valuable
time is lost in the process of interpreting classical vocabulary and syntax; read-
ing contemporary and non-literary texts could have a beneficial effect upon
the pupil's work in the foreign language: in short, a syllabus of this nature has
more relevance. Nevertheless. I view this development with some concern, for
it has merely exchanged one set of limitations for another. What scents to me
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a much better arrangement, and one which will be to the benefit of sixth lorrn
courses, is the introduction in 1972 by the JMB of an alternative Paper 111 in
French dealing with twentieth century texts, civilisation and a dissertation
prepared in advance. Brief details of prescribed works are as follows :

'Candidates sill be required to answer three questions, one question horn
each of Section I and 2 together with one other to be chosen from either
Section 1 or Section 3. They will also be required to submit a dkrettation
in English on a topic of their ci.vri choice.'

Sraion I
I. Carnus, l'Etranger
2. Dh6tel, i'lle aux niseaux de (Cr
3. Duhamel. Confession de minuit
4. lonesco, Le roi se meurt
5. Privert. La pluic et le beau temps
6. Saint Evupttry, Vol de nuit

Serti,,n 2
7. Cousteau, Le monde du silence
8. de Gaulle, Wr.,oites de guerie, Vol. 111 (excluding La Victo:re and

document.)
9. J. Guyard, Le miracle frangais

10. Menclis France, Pour unc termblique mtelerrie, Collection
Gallimard

11. Salattent, Boulevard Durand
12. Weil, 1,2 condition ouvrihe, collection I.:Firs, Gailiniard

Stetion 3
13. Ntolihe, Le misanthrope
14. Balzat, EugFnie Grandet
15. Anatole France, Les dieux ont soil

1 understand from the rslli that during the preparation of the syllabus
over the past few years, there has been a good response from teachers' organisa-
tions for suggestions of texts which would be appropriate to this new paper,
'I he London board, too, is developing a paper similar in charm ter. his, 1 am
sure, is the right direction in which to be moving: towards widening the scope
of the examination. thus giving the teacher the freedom to choose the .)11,clnit
most suitable to himself and the conditions under which he has to work.

What scenic to me to be the greatest problem with Riper 111 is the

paucity of reward in relation to the amount of work done. Marry teachers feel
that the sheer toil involved ought to merit a much higher return. At the moment.
preparation for Paper Ill takes on the nature of cramming with all that this
implies in the use of bad teaching techniques.

Oral fist

Ideally it is very desirable to Met ease the percentage awarded to this
test. This would, no douht. have a positive. beneficial effect on teaching. But
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until a test is devised that is susceptible of greater control than at present, merely
increasing the proportion of oral marks would make nonsense of 'N level
gradings. Criteria of linguistic achievement--what is desirable as a level of
performance and in what area of languageare at the moment so vague that
I ant content to accept the existing mark allocation. What I should like to see
is the oral test standing in its own right, divorced from the written examination
and given its own grading.

Portscripi

If 'A' level is a leaving examination, then it is right that it should
emphasise linguistk proficiency. On the other hand, universities (the long-
established ones, at least) look for evidence of powers of literary appreciation.
Whatever the role one ascrAs to 'A' level, the fact is that at the moment it
cannot satisfactorily accommodate the various groups, with their differing back-
grounds and inclinations. which are now a feature of our sixth forms. Some
pupils have to be comph rely lei,. ism of examination reckoning; others spend
two years desperately tryi g r with a scheme of work and never rcafly
mastering it, because tiinelit; Lnarglit about the 'A' level examination
have now changed arid , it w the most cogent reason, insufficient
thought has been given to 1. hoksg feady die apia in which a pupil is asked
to display his proficient

In the abser--, ;:f .r definition of objectives in linguistic terms,
measuring proficiel.i. :' u O. is very difficult. formance is often implicitly
compared pith the is Teaker, yet only a small number of those %%het study
a foreign languala e.ni a; hi4 se any thing like the equivalent mastery in all the
areas of language avar role to the native speaker.

In an If lion! to taut for the differing sixth form groups, it will probably
be necessary to di% ide the 'A' 1r vii sxarnination into self contained settors or
helm. A candidate could Simi oiler a combination of these appropriate to his
attainment, inclination and requirements. Using existi..g methods of assessment
would no doubt pose problems, but a combination of modes I and 3 might offer
a satisfactory. solution.

The drawback to training a foreign language and Icing tested in it.
using tradition al methods, is that the pupil is all the time cmchsiched between
huge slices of English and progress cannot always le seen to be made. line
skth form is a suitable place to experiment with block or iitch,ive pt-rind( of
teaching. particularly where a new language is begun from scratch. But that is
quite another problem.
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NOTE

`A' level French: .9112b1151.5

BOARD LANGUAGE 1,11 ERATURE ORAL

AEB I Prose & Essay (31.25%)
I Translation plus
I Summary in English of

a longer passage of
French (25%)

A: 3 prescribed topics Oral Re ling
of 'Civilisation &

B: 7 (20 texts with some Conversation
social significance (no Mention)
and loosely related (18.75%)
to section A)

5 questions: 1 from A &
4 from B

or

2 from A &
3 from B

(25%)

Cambridge 1 Prose & Essay (27%)
2 'Frandations (27%)

A: 17, 18, 19, 20th century
texts for detailed
study.

8: 18, 19, 20th century
texts for less detail -d
study.

C: history, Institutions,
Cisilisation.

2 questions from A and 2
from any other section.

(27%)

Distation,
Reading &
Conversation

(19%)

1
J\111 1 Prose & Essay (32,5%) A: 17, 18, 19, 20th century

2 Trandations (27,5'0 texts for detailed
study.

II: 20th century texts
for less detailed
study.

4 questions from A or
3 from A plus 2 from B.

(25 %)

Mention,
Reading &
Contersation

115%)

London 2 Proses & I Essay (33.3%)
2 Tran<lali,ci (16.7%)

A: 17, 18th century oats.
B: 19th century tests.
C: 19, 20th century. tests.

S questions, at least one
from each section.

(33.3%)

1)ietvion,
Reading &
Conversation

(16.7%)
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BOARD LANGUAGE LITERATURE ORAL

Oxford I Prose & Essay (29.5%)
2 Translations (23.5%)

A: Voltaire (1969) Dictation,
Maupassant (1970) -4- Reading &
20th century texts, Conversation

B: 17, 18, 19, 20th ctritury (17.6%)
text3.

C: General reading based
on A & B books.

4 questionsI from A,
1 from B, and 2 from

A, B or C.
(29.5%)

0 & C I Prose & Essay (28.6%)
2 Translations (28.6%)

12 texts, 17, 18, 19, 20th
century.

4 commentaries from 4
different tears plus
2 essays from 2
different set books.

(28.6%)

Dictation,
Reading &
Convcrsation

(14.3%)

SUJB 1 Prose & Essay (33.3%) A: La Fontaine plus Dictation,
MoliFre or Racine Reading &
(1969) Cons rrsation

B: 19, 20th century texts. (20%)
All for detailed study.
C: i 7, 19, 20th century texts

for less detailed study.

6 questions: I compulsory
and 1 other in A, 2 from
1.1 and 2 from C.

(30 %)

kljEC I Prose & Essay (33.3%)
2 Translations (16.7%)

A: 17, 18, 19, 20th scritury
texts for dcrailcd
study.

B: 2 books for background
study of Civilisation.

5 questions: all from A
or 4 from A and I from
R.

(33.3%)

Dictation,
Reading &
Conversation

(16.7%)
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CHAPTER 2

CSE Mode III examinations
in modern languages

A. P. DYSON

'Effective teacher cot trol of syllabus content, examination papers and
examining techniques is the i.ock on which the CSE system will stand.' 1 his
was one of the basic principles outlined in Examinations Bulletin P. By their
constitutions the CSE examining boards are obliged to offer a range of examina-
tion facilities to suit the particular needs of schools in their area so that this
teacher control can indeed be effective. 11 hese needs have been catered for until
now by the provision of three modes of examining.

In Mode I, the boards publish syllabuses devised by their subject panels
of teachers, provide examination papers drawn up under the supervision of
these panels, and mark and grade scripts again under the supervision of subject
panels and grading committees whose members are teachers.

In Mode II, schools devise their own syllabus and the boards set and
mark the examination, as in Mode I.

In Mode III, schools devise their own syllabus, a,see, the work of their
pupils and suggest grades, in collaboration with a moderator responsible to the
boards through their subject panels.

In view of the general principle quoted above, one would think that
Mode III was the technique most suited to CSE, examining. in that lire teacher
control is at a maximum. It is rather surprising to learn that 'I he Mode III
CSE examinations are taken by under 10 per cent of USE schools at the
moment". In the ease of modern languages the percentage is es-err smaller. As
will be seen from the table below, only three boards. %Vest Yorkshire and 1,44
sty, East Midlands and East Anglian, make use of Mode Ill techniques to any
considerable extent.

I The CuttPote of bromlty Eiretiol, Secondary &Ioolt foor.,inarionc Cctincil
tottninationa Bulletin I, IINISO, 1963

I. M. Connaughton, The validity of examinations at 16 plus. Su Appel-Aix 2



This situation was forecast in Examinations Bulletin 1'; . . in some
subjects there is a wide measure of agreement amongst teachers on the ground
to be covered by the end of a five year secondary school course, and the possi-
bility exists of devising examinations that can test the standard achieved, re-
spective of the different groups of pupils .. .' The Bulletin goes on to cite
modern languages as an example of this type of subject.

the Manchester University School of Education CSE research
project began work in 1963, it was noticeable that the Modern Languages Panel
was able to agree, on general principles, on what it wanted to test in the new
examination more quickly than its colleagues in the Art, English zmd Mathe-
matics Panels.

It is easy to see that Mode III techniques offer teachers great scope in
some subjects, e.g. History, Geography, Art, I landicra f ts especially. At first sight
one might feel that since a language syllabus is more or less defined by the
phonetic, lexical and structural content of the language itself, there is not a
great deal of scope for variations in syllabuses which outline the attainment
expected of pupils in their first five years of language study. In view of the
problems inevitably posed by Mode III examining, discussed at length in
Examinations Bulletin 5', one might conclude that Mode III syllabuses are
hardly justified in modern languages. 'nue are, however, a number of grounds
on which schools might reasonably feel that a syllabus different from their local
board's Mode I syllabus would be better suited to the needs of their pupils. (One
must remember that schools cannot 'shop around' from board to liciaid for CSE
examinations as they can for GCE examinations.)

A school might feel, for example, that it did not agree ss ith the It-Wise
importance allocated to the various language skills in the local Mode I syllabus,
or that it did not like the testing techniques used in the board's examination
(the form of the tests, for example, or the use of tape recorders).

Again a school might wish to include in its syllabus elements which did
not form part of the Mode 1 syltal,os, for example : background studies, project
work, or set 1)(0}0. And a school might wish to use in
grading its candidates.

A further case where Mode III examining might be appropriate is scheme

a school feels that the Mode I syllabus is not suited to the level of attainment
it could expect of its pupils. A school is free to submit a scheme of work sshich
is notably lox exacting tfian its board's Mode I syllabus.

' See Appendix 2
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This is a case where sfode 711 examining has great potential. Syllabuses
could be devised which would restrict demands on candidates to what they can
cope with successfully : intensively, as regards range of tenses, vocabulary, struc-
ture studies; or extensively. as regards the range of language skills handled.
Anyone who has marked CSE examination scripts will know that a substantial
proportion of less able candidates perform so badly in free composition that
one wonders if they have gained much from their years of practice of this skill.
Perhaps it would have been better in many of these cases if the pupils had fol-
lowed syllabuses in said' this par titular exercise had been replaced by some-
thing less demanding. Mode III syllabuses could be devised which would involve
the use of oily the oral/aural skills, or of only the listening/reading skills.

Naturally, where syllabuses arc restricted in this way there will be a
restriction of the range of grades which boards will award to describe the per-
formance of candidates entered by the schools concerned. It seems a
better principle to grade candidates by limiting the scope of examinations to
material which they can cope with comfortably and grading them according
to these limits, than to set a comprehensive examination which will grade can-
didates by the extent to Nhich they arc unsuccessful in coping with the
examination as a whole.

It may be argued that this function of grading the examination rather
than the candidate could lx. exercised more efficiently through Mode I pro-
cedures. An examination could be devised %%Nell %%mild consist of a number
of units of graded d'eficulty : candidates would remise their examination grade
according to the number of units attempted in which they had attained a satis-
factory Icsch here sNould be a 'cut OP point in each unit, with no attempt
to grade within each unit. .1 his would make the task of the examiner
easier; it is difficult to devise test material in modern languages %%bids dis-
criminates evenly over the aside range of ability represented by the five CSE
grades. But though this unit system might be theoretically possible in a Mode I
examination. there are obviously considerable practical difficulties. 1 he idea
of a unit t)Pc examination in modern languages s..1% being discussed in the
early thirties ashen the Modern Language Association set up a research project
to devise a translationfrce examination. but no workable scheme for such a
unit type examination ucas evolved'. It seems Olen that tile idea of using graded
test material can best be exploited through Mode Ili techniques and one would
Ike to see lucre schools using Mode III facilities (or ibis purpose.

' In Modern tan (raw, sot. 14 no'. 3 and 4. Febrvary 1933 and vol. 15 ne,s. 3 and 4
February 1934
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Another situation in which Mode III techniques could be used to great
advantage is where a school, or more likely a group of schools, wish to offer
a syllabus which is tailored to suit a published course. Any school is free to offer
such a syllabus tut the first attempt to exploit the potentialities of Mode III
in this respect on a group basis is being made by members of the Nuffield/
Schools Council Modern Languages Project at York.

The organisation of schools on a group basis appears to be the ideal
method of exploiting Mode III techniques, as is pointed out in Examinations
Bulletin 5'. One can see, however, that boards might be suspicious of anything
which appeared to undermine their regional autonomy. They might feel that a
Mode III syllabus organised on a national basis could do this. It is to be hoped
that this difficulty can be surmounted. Such group Mode III examinations.
organised under expert guidance, could provide an object lesson in the use of
this under-exploited field of CSE work. On a national basis they might prove
a useful point of common reference for the boards in ensuring parity of grading
standards.

Summing up

We have seen that schools offering modern languages at CSE level snake
very little use of Mode III facilities. Yet Mode III gives schools the opportunity
to design examinations to suit their own pupils, in terms of content and diffi-
culty, and this latter possibility is particularly relevant when one considers that
the ability range of pupils entered for CSE in modern languages is likely to
be extended at the lower end of the scale in the next few years. It is to be hoped
that the CSE boards will do more to extend the scope of Mode Ill examining
by encouraging teachers to use the facilities that exist, by streamlining modera-
tion procedures and by welcoming group Mode 111 schemes when they are
proposed.

Sre Note virile-al.

tps
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NOTE

Table showing percentage of candidates in CSE Mode III French, 1969

Name of board Total candidates in Percentage in
French (all modes) Mode Ill

W. Yorks and Lindsey 3,267 38
E. Midland ... 3,344 23.8
East Anglian ... 5,234 21

North Regional 2,414 7

Middlesex ... 2,297 1.4
S. Western 4,461 1

S. Regional ... 4,049 less than 1

S.E. Regional ... 3,654 0.1
Associated Lanes Schools 1,343 None
N. Western ... 4,842
Yorks Regional 2,349
Welsh Joint Board 1,350
W. Midland ... 5,158
Metropolitan ... 4,149



CHAPTER 3

Non-school examinations

J. B. ADAM

There exist, outside the schools examinations s)stein. examinations in
languages set and administered by no fewer than Ilse nationally kno:sir olganisa-
tions--the Institute of Linguists, the London Chamber of CO/Ii1/1CrCe, the Royal
Society of Arts and Pitman's. In addition, the Joint Committee for National
Awards in Business Studies provides for examinations in langaagcs as part of
its Ordinary and Higher National lomas in Business Studies.

It is, of course, true that very many language students :s ho have left
school and are continuing their education, either full-time or part-time, at col-
leges of further education, evening institutes, etc., also direct their stud: towards
'0' level and 'A' level GCE, with the ants of obtaining the necessary Pall" to
proceed to a university, polytechnic. technical college or college of education.
On the other hand, there are very early more whose interest in obtaining a
language qualification is determined by occupational needs.

It is for the latter class of student that the examining bodies nit ntione d
cater. Thereas school examinations tend to use material taken from more or
less literary sources as the asis for examination questions, the non-school
examinations in most cases make quite explicit that they seek their question
material in 'economic, political, social. commercial and general scit wife (topics)
as found in good newspapers or journals' as well as in the 'yeovrapliy. life and
institutions of the country' (Institute of Linguists). .1 he I.CC in its :slitter)
eAarninations relies on 'everyday life', 'everyday topics', 'commercial corre-
spondence', 'ComIlliterCe. industry and economies', (\eluding high': siticialiscd
and technical vocabulary. 'I he Chaitibsr also otgani,cs all oral examination
'Foreign Languages for Industry and Commerce'. 1 he RSA emphasises 'the
institutions, :say of life and turret affairs in the corrin: cons( r mar as well

as matters of a 'general character bearing on industry and eotlimcice or (Mt( fit
affairs of the country CODCCInce. Language rapers in the Ordinal: and Ilighcr
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Diplomas in Business Studies have, of course, a strong bias towards economic,
commercial and industrial content but also favour social problems and current
affairs. Only Finnan's, of all the non-school examining bodies, makes no explicit
statement as to the basis of its examination papers, but perhaps this may he
taken for granted in vivw of the well-known association of Pitman's with
commerce.

The recent, thorough-going review and revision of its examinations
carried out for the Institute of Linguists provides a first class statement of the
objectives and methods of approach which should characterise all non-school
language examinations and which will undoubtedly extend their influence to
the examinations of mire bodies. It is made clear that the Institute's examina
Lions arc not intended to test knowledge about a language, or how much of a
given syllabus a candidate has assimilated. 1 hey are proficiency tests- -tests of
the degree to which candidates can demonstrate their ability to apply their
knowledge by performing certain tasks of verbal communication so devised as
to be as realistic as possible. This particular approach is followed most closely
by the oral examinations of the LCC (Foreign Languages for Industry and
Gauntlet-cc) and by the RSA (Certificate for Secretarial Linguists and Diploma
for Bi-lingual Secretaries) as will he evident from the brief summary below.

Although the oral approach to language teaching has made considerable
headway in the schools in recent years, this aspect has not yet received the
weighting in GCE at either '0* level or 'A' kvel which many would like to see.
Already in the Institute Lihgvikts' various levels. in the RSA's Secretarial
Linguist examinations and perhaps most of all in the FCC's 'Foreign Languages
for Industry and Cionuncrce. the oral test receives the emphasis it deserves.
I Jere perhaps the single subject examinations of the LCC, RSA, Finnan's and to
a great extent also the language papers of the National Diploma in Business
Studies, lag somewhat behind, although the latter does apart 40 per cent of the
total marks to the oral section.

rt may be useful to take each of the examinations in turn and to indicate
briefly special characteristics which distinguish them ftom others. At the 5,1111C
time, some estimate of comparative standards at different stages. where such
a comparison is po:sible, may be of interest. The various stages of the Institute
of Lingatists and of GCE may serve as standards of reference of linguistic
difficulty only.

botitutr of linguin:

the Preliminary Certificate tests elementary- ability to understand the
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spoken language and to speak it in conversation, to take part in situations and
to show some general knowledge of the country. The Grade I Certificate in
addition tests ability to read aloud, to write from dictation, to understand a
written text, to write a translation into English of a foreign text and a free
composition. Its linguistic standard is approximately equivalent to that of '0'
level. The Grade II Certificate, approaching 'A' level in linguistic difficulty,
in addition to written translation both ways and a composition of 250 words
on background subjects of the country concerned, has oral requirements of a
prepared talk, conversation, written summary of foreign speech and sight trans-
lation both ways. The Intermediate Diploma is to be attempted only by pros-
pective professional or semi-professional linguists and approaches the linguistic
difficulty of a pass degree, while being more practically orientated. '1 his

examination introduces, among other things, ad hoc interpreting, i.e. a test of
ability to act as an 'interpreter in a conversation on everyday business or social
matters between an English person and a speaker of the foreign language'. An
additional, optional, special subject paper is available involving the answering
of two questions from five relating to commercial practice, transport and
insurance, banking, librarianship, travel and tourism or other approved sub-
jects. An oral test is also included. The Final Diploma is linguistically of honours
degree standard and includes consecutive interpreting and the choice between
an essay of about 1,500 words, specialised technical translation or general
interpreting.

National Diplomas in horsiness Studies:

'Ibis is a grouped subject examination in which it is possible for one, or
at most two of the five papers to be taken in a foreign language. Since at both
the Ordinary Level (approximately equivalent to Grade II of the Institute of
Linguists) and at Higher Level (pproximately equivalent to the Institute of
Linguists' Intermediate) these are the (silly language examinations in the iron-
school group vshich are not centrally set and marked, is unified pattern is diffi-
cult to discern. as might be expected.

Language papers arc set by internal examiners in each college and arc
approved by assessors. Scripts are marked by internal examiners and reviewed
by the assessors whose main task is to maintain reasonably uniform standards
throughout the country. In spite of this apparent freedom to innovate and
experiment, however, most examination papers take the form of written trans-
lation both ways and a composition. The oral test generally requires a written
summary of a passage read aloud by the oral examiner, a dictation and is con-
versation with the oral examiner. The oral test, which counts for 40 per cent
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of total marks, is administered by external examiners selected by the colleges
and approved by the Joint Committee. Their competence and standards appear
to vary considerably.

One notosenthy aspect of the business subject papers of the National
Diplomas in Business Studies is that agreements have been reached between
the Joint Committee and the main professional organisations such as the Char-
tered Institutes of Secretaries, of Cost and (Yorks Accountants and others,
sstereby subject for subject exemption is granted to candidates who reach a
certain standard in the National Diploma examinations. In view of the con-
siderable progress being made by the Institute of Linguists towards becoming
a fully professional body, the question arises whether it might not be advan-
tageous to consider sonic similar form of exemption, in whole or in Nit, front
the Institute's examinations to be granted to successful candidates taking lan-
guages in the Ordinary and Iligher National Diploma examinations.

7'lle London Charabcr of Committer:

The single subject examinations in languages are unremarkable but this
is not true of the Chamber's 'Foreign Languages fo,- Industry and Commerce'.
Originally produced by the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce in response
to demands from industry, particularly in the Nlidlands, that a new oral
examination was required, designed to test the ability of employees to carry
out tasks in the spoken language at various levels stith a strong emphasis on
practical fluency, this examination is a departure in see:Jai ways front the
traditional and is more akin to the oral sections of the Institute of Linguists'
examinations. Pictures and photographs, previously prepared topics of personal
interest, situations, recorded conversations and sight translations into English
ate used, as well as discussion in the language of the candidate's special exper
tise. In short, the examinations 'arc designed to discover how much you know
and not how much you do not know'.

Th. Royal Society of Arts:

Like those of the LCC, the RSA's single subject language examiriations
have few innovatory features. Oci the other hand, the new examination, for the
Certificate for Secretarial Linguists and the Diploma for Itilingual Secretaries
recently launched by the RSA, and corresponding al proximately to the Inter-
mediate and Final standard, of the Institute of Linguists, show a bias towards
economic and commercial material. As befits good secretaries, candidates are
tested on their ability to compose letters and reports when given factual details,
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to take down in and transcribe from foreign shorthand, to type letters ready
for signature, to perform liaison interpreting between two businessmen. These

are examinations of a high standard, On the other hand, many colleges already

set internal examinations for bi-lingual secretaries and it is understood that the
Institute of Linguists is now considering offering examinations along similar

lines.

On the assumption that language examinations should test the candi-
date's ability to perform a practical task of communication in the foreign lan-

guage, it would seem that an examination devised somewhat on the following
lines might be appropriate for non-school candidates :

Oral
Summarise a foreign text in English. This skill might well be
required of an emi loyee in business and commerce in supplying
the gist of short business letters, reports from abroad, newspaper
articles or advertising copy.
Interpret a conversation between an English and a foreign
speaker. Not all employers have retained anything frosts an '0'
level of twenty years ago.
Translate at sight a foreign te.ti into English. e.g. short letters,
reports and articles for the employer in a hurry.
Converse in a foreign language uith one tetJ011. As % hen receiv-
ing foreign visitors, taking telephone calls. making business trips

abroad.
Converse in a practical situation. Application obvious.

Written

Summarise speech in a foreign language into English. Requiring
the ability to give the gist in Sr riling of speeches at conferences.
business meetings, to make notes of longer telephone calls.
Summarise a foreign text into English. A test of ability to give
the gist of a longer letter. report or newspaper article.
Translate a foreign text into English. A test of ability to give
an employer a translation of a letter, report. contract. or article
from a periodical.
Original rornposition in a foreign language. To test ability to
write a personal letter or short business acknow fedgemente,

Finally, can such a proliferation of different bodies responsible for non-
school language examinations be justified? Would there not lie economics to he
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gained from rationalisation? The equivalence of standards of the various
exatninations is by no means as close as the rough approximations attempted in
this paper would suggest. Would there not be much to be gained by standardisa-
tion under one or two bodies? The prospective employer has a fair idea of what
'0' level or 'A' level means. But what is to be made of Grade I Institute of
Linguists, Intermediate ICC, Intermediate RSA, Intermediate Pitmans, to say
nothing of Ordinary National Diploma in Business Studies? It is about time the
non-school examinations bodies got together.

NO] I:: I un indebted to Mr P. J. Locke and The Incorporated Linguist for suggesting
the basis (or the following comparative table whirls 1 base modified and extended
to cover non school examinations bodies
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COMPARATIVE TABLE

Oral

1. Summarise in French a speech in French
2. Summarise in English a text in French
3. Consecutively interpret in English a speech in French
4. Interpret a conversation between English and French speakers
5. Read a French text aloud
6. Translate at sight into English a French text
7. Translate at sight into French an English text
8. Converse in French with one person
9. Converse in French in a practical situation

10. Make a prepared speech in French (withiss idiom notes)
11. Make an unprepared speech in French

IVritien

12. Answer questions in English on a speech in French
13. Answer questions in French on a speech in French
14. Answer questions in English on a text in French
15. Answer questions in French on a text in English
16. Answer questions in French on a text in French
17. Summarise in English a speech in French
18. Summarise in French a speech in French
19. Summarise in English a text in French
20. Summarise in French a text in English
21. Vrite from dictation
22. Translate into Y,nglish a text in French
23. Translate into French a text in English
24. Demonstrate knowledge of the country
25. Write original composition in French on given theme,

or in response to text or speech
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CHAPTER 4

Oral exantinalions

E. F. CHAPLEN

I propose to discuss two reasons why it might be preferable to obtain
measurements of oral proficiency from the teachers of those being examined
rather than by means of formal tests conducted by external examiners. I sill
concern myself mainly with the reliability of what are by now traditional nethods
of oral examination, and with their validity.

The traditional methods of oral examiring hollow sonwthing of 'country-
house' methods of selecting civil servants and service officers, and something of

the methods of formal speech training and examining. Thus, the candidate may
have to give a short talk on a topic presented to him ten or twenty minutes before
to a small group of fellow examinees, then answer questions put to hint by
members of the group qmsibly under the prompting of the examiner. Or he
may have to discuss a -meal stimulus with the examiner- -a map, a painting. or
a town plan, for example. Or he may have to read a set piece either to the
examiner alone, or to a small group of fellow examinees. But whatever the exact
form the test task takes, the examinee is placed in a situation shish for the
purpose of standardising and comparing performances is as highly controlled
possible. Then his performance is assessed on a closely defined scale of ability
by one or more examiners.

Front One point of view this appears to be a highly satisfactory type of
examination : the candidate is being required to denion.trate the ability that
most people would agree is exactly the one we wish to measure- his ability to
coin/minicar(' orally. Unfortunately, hinwocr, no matter heir closely defined is
the scale of ability against which his performance is Inca aired. the measare nt
is made subjectively and is, in consequence. unreliable. Of course, this is not a
sufficient reasan in itself to condemn the examination. Indeed, the only complete
certainty in psychometrics is that any measurement we 0.tain is in error. I low-
ever, if the amount of error in.olvetl in or al (N3PiliniNg is to {21(31 th31 little
reliance can lr placed on the neat majority of decisions that one makes on the
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basis of the examination results, there is little point in going to the expense and
trouble of constructing and administering such tests.

The crucial point in the mark distribution of any examination is at the
cut between pass and fail. If, as is very frequently the ease, the cut is made at
or about the mean, and if, as is also frequently the case, the great majority
of scores cluster at or about this point, and if, as is also frequently the case,
the reliability of the examination does not exceed 0.850, then the likelihood is
that about 40 per cent of the candidates' scores will fall within the area of gross
error at or about the cutting point. 'I hat is to say, there is a 10 per cent or
greater charge that the true score of each of the 20 lier cent of candidates whose
obtained scores cluster immediately above the mean falls below the mean, and
a 10 per cent or greater chance that the true score of each of the 20 per cent
of the candidates .Itcy:%. obtained scores cluster immediately below the mean
falls above it.

In order to give some indication of the proportion of scores one might
expect to fail within the area of extreme error about the cutting point in the
score distribution of an examination, two types of data are necessary; first, the

score distributions themselves,and secondly,reliabilitycoefficients for the grading
procedure. In the report of the experiment in oral examining conducted by
the Southern Regional Examinations Board in 1964', we can rind ever)thing
we 'seed except the score distributions. However, the smallness of the standard
deviations obtained in the experiment, and the fact that the total possible range
of marks was einplo eel in only one of the four sub - tats, sirongiy suggest that a
large proportion of the candidates %sere placed in the area of gross error about

the mean.

11 ABLE I
Reliability coefficient: in oral emtnirring tak n Pont

Schools Council 1,taminatioui bulletin 11, p. 19
Examiner

METHOD

Examiner

Observer

Examiner

Assessor

+Observer Observer

Assessor ,'t lessor

Reading .(6t 90

Topic .1.37 fr74 .591 89

l'irual
Siirnufus .877 .739 M43 99

Group
Dirruision .785 103

Oyuncil FAerniratiorA 111.11k lin 11. Ste ArNndix 2
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NOTES :
For the reading method the examiner and observer produced an awed mark.
Consequently, no reliability coefficient is available. The two people concerned
reported very close agreement and no difficulty in coming to an agreed mark.
For the group discussion method it was impossible to assess from the tape
recordings.
Examiner : the person in charge of the method.
Observer : the person taking no part in the experiment but sitting unobtrusively
at the back of the room.
Assessor : the person assessing from the tape recordings.

TABLE 11
Means, standard detiations, and rfteetive range 01 the
reliability data reported in Table I Bulletin ll, p. 23

Mr.1HOD

Reading
Examiner
+Observer

Assessor

MEAN

6.1

5.5

S.D.

1.87

2.44

RANGE

1-10
1-10

90

Topic
Examiner
Observer
Assessor

6.3

6.2

5.6

1.37

1.41

2.39

3.9
3-9

1.10
89

Vitro/
Sfinitditit

Examiner
Obsetver
Assessor.

6.5

6.4

5.4

1.47

1.58
2.28

2.10
3.10
1.10

99

Group
Discussion

Examiner
Observer
Assessor

5.6

5,9

1.96
2.29

1-9
1.10 103

Since it seemed unlikely that the score distributions for the SR Ell experi-
ment Wollid be easily accessible, application was made to the Joint Matriculation
Board for permission to make use of the score sheets for the Optional Oral Paper
in the General Studies (Advanced) examination administered in 1969. and this
the boald was generous enough to grant.

Unfortunately. the reliability data that exist for this administration of
the NB Oral Test are based on samples ranging in sire from seven candidates
to thirteen. and it was felt that these were too small to justify even tentative
conclusions. For this reason it was decided to make use of the reliability data
e.,:)taincd duririv the SREB experiment. Although the forms of oral test used by
the SREB in this experiment differ in certain respects from those employed by
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the JNIII, and although the two populations being tested were different, the
task of the examiners was the same in each case : both teams of examiners had to
rank the candidates on a ten-point scale of competence in oral communication.
And it is the reliability with which this task can be carried out that we arc most
interested in at this point.

One further liberty was taken with the reliability data for the SREB
experiment. In this experiment a different examiner administered each of the
sub-tests to a different group of pupil:. It was therefore impossible to determine
experimentally the reliability of the entire battery. In the JMB Test, on the
other hand, we are in possession of the marks awarded to each candidate on
each of two sub-tests, and it was felt that it would be of interest to see how the
increase of reliability that results front doubling the test length affected the
proportion of candidates' grades falling in the area of gross error about the mean.
It was decided, therefore, to hypothesise a total-test marker reliability of 0.850.
The full details of the reliability coefficients assumed for the sub-tests in the
JMB Oral Test are sa out in Table III below.

TABLE 111
Assumed reliability coefficient, for the sub-tests in the

Joint Matriculation Board's optional oral test in English
NI E111013 fat lAfill.11N COEFFICIENT

I. folding to a given topic 0.837
2. Conversation mrith another exarninee

on a given topic 0.785
3. Reading a set piece 0.164
4. Total lest (i.e. 1 12 or 2 4 3) 0.850

In all, two moderators and twelve examiners were involved in administer-
ing the JMB Oral Test to aboLt 1.600 candidates. For the purpose of this
investigation the score sheets of four r '<airliners were selected, one of the
...xaminers having had eleven )ears' experience with the test, c),)e having had
more than five years' experience. one with one year's previous ICIKV, and
one who was newly appointed in 1969. All, together with the other examiners
concerned, had attended a full day's staridardising meeting during which about
a dozen pupils representative of the sample of the population being examined
were tested. and the performances and results discus-ed.

On the basis of the assumed reliability coefficients set out in Table III. the
standard error of each of the sub-tests marked by each of the (our examiners
selected for this investigation Sc .15 computed. Next. ogives of the 'dative
cumulatise frequencies for each sub-test marked by each examiner were eon-
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structed. Then, assuming that the cut between pass and fail was made at the
score point closest to the mean, the 20 per cent, the 10 per cent, and the 2 per
cent confidence limits of that score point were calculated, and the proportions of
candidates falling within these limits read off from the ogives.

The results of this investigation of the mark distributions of the four J1SIB
oral examiners on the basis of the assumed reliability coefficients set out in
Table III show that if these coefficients are realistic estimates, between 36 per cent
and 59 per cent of the candidates fell in the area of gross error about the score
point closest to the mean it) the case of a single test of oral proficiency, and that
in the case of a double test, between 36 per cent and 45 per cent did so. Further-
more, if one works to the 5 per cent level of confidence, one can be reasonably
certain of the pass/fail categorisation of between 38 per cent and 54 per cent of
the candidates in the case of a single test, and between 43 per cent and 52 per
cent in the case of the summed results of twu sub-tests.

'I lie conclusions vme have drawn from the results of this investigation are
necessarily to native. We have taken raw-score data from the sub-tests in one
form of oral examination and to them applied reliability data from the sub-tests
in another. addition. we have assumed a reliability fol the entire test on
the basis of reasoning and not experiment. But if it is apeed that thc examiner-
reliability coefficients which have been employed are realistic estimates, then we
suggest that the conclusions WC have drawn from this pilot investigation justify
the setting up of a fully controlled expel iment in order to confirm or disaffirm
them. l'or if one can he reasonably certain about time pass /fail categorisation on
the basis of their perfommance in an oral (Nomination of only about 50 per cent
or fewer of the candidates. there would he very little to lose and, in the opinion
of many. a ft'Zil deal to gain, from turning to teachems for assessments of oral
proficiency rather than to external examiners.

I would like to emph ki,C Ow although this investigation has been based
on the results of the oral cxonanotion conducted by one particular examining
board, time conclusions ale by no means a reflection of the lack of competence
of either the board or of the examiners concerned. Ac our examination of the
standard deviations in Table II revealed, the same situation was probably present
in the SREB expel iment : mold, considerable hunching of scores about the mean
that cc en a marker reliability of the order of 0.90 would only minimally relieve
the situation. rtlIthcriuore. this state of affairs is to be expected in any examina-
tion that is subjectively marked and that consists essentially of five or fewer
items.

So for I have ken discussing only the me liohility of marking a candidate's
performance on a porticular occasion. Ilossescr. marker unreliability is Nib..
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TABLE 1V
The percentage of candidates falling in the 20%, the 10%, and the 2% confi-
dence limits of the score point nearest the mean mark obtained in thr /318
optional oral paper, 1969, assuming the reliability coefficients set out in Table

111

Exam-
iner

20°. 1 10^'. 1 2'"
Confidence Confidence Conficrence N Mean S.D. Poss.

Limits 1 Limits j Limits Range

1

,

1. TALIONG TO A G1N'EN OPIC--ASSUMed reliability: 0.837

A 1 39%
I

49%

B I 36% I 46%

65% 48 I 6.06 I 1.86 I 1-10

63% 1 53 6.76 I 1.66 I 1-10

2. CON VI RSAlloN \\'1I 11 AN01 tit .R I XAM it (IN A

GIVEN TOPICASSIIII1Cd reliability: 0.785

A

11

1)

3.

A

B

(:

1)

I 42% 55% 74%

1 53% I 65% 82%

41% I 54% 70%

1 46% I 57% 70%

10 ANN° k st pirCF-

59% I 65% 80%

I 55% I 66% 80%

1 59% 72% 83%

E 53% 63% 77%

1

108 5.26 1 1.40 J 1-10

1

109 6.49 I 1.70 I 1-10

I 147 j 6.18 I 1.13 1 1-10

I 97 6.65 ( 1.36 I 1-10

0.661

108 5.80 1.93 1-10

109 5.92 I 1.42 1-10

147 6.11 I 1.69 1-10

97 6.47 1.31 1-10
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TABLE IV (continued)

1 20%
Exam- L Confidence ,

Met Limits I

1

10?!.
I

200

l NConfidence Confience I

Limits I Limits 1

1

Mean S.D. Foss.
Range

4. TOPR:

I

CoNVEKSAllON---AsUlned reliability : 0.850

A 45% I 57% 75% I 48 11.73 3.05

3.03

I 1-20

B I 36% 48% 66% I 53 13.68 1 -20

5. CoNVtleSlloN PI t'S REI)INe, Awmiled 0.850

A 43% 52 % 67% 108 11.06 I 3.02

2.22

1
1-20

1-20B 1 39 % 51% / 61% 1 109 I 12.41

C 43% 52% 70% 147 I 12.29 I 2.65 1-20

I) 39% 48 */ 62% 97 1 13.12 I 2.51 1-20

one possible source of ct tor. and it is at least argu.shle that its the case of oral
examining. it is a less important source than that of candidate/examiner or
candida te 1(11m...examinee interaction. As the SKEB repot t states'.

'The most substantial obstacle to the conduct of a satisfactory (oral) examination
is the attitude of the candidates towards the examiner. With unfamiliar and
senior acquaintances. children tend to adopt a hornogcnous tone sabich is quiet
and colourless, and which offers a funny mixture of shyness and respect. When it
is compared said, classroom C5 IX ricpce it becomes clear that milh she best inten-
tions imaginable. the tNarniler may trail behind him a 5+1,,c,,hat inhibiting
atmosphere 'tallith remains an ineradicable part of any conversation. fletiseen the
aces of, say. tsselse and sesenteen, the children tend to assume a guarded, t.ome
times resentful, reticent attitude towards she adult world. This familiar social
problem can be intensified by the atmosphere of an oral examination. Such
reticence, and perhaps an attendant nervousness. earn asst. before an unknown
figure (hovsexce friendly) 'sestet! vsith influence and authority, could ca ily prexent
the essential flow of sympathy between examiner and candidate. and the conxcrsa-
tion *souk/ be halting and inept.'

p 24
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The extent of error that this factor introduces into the measurement
obtained from a test conducted by an external examiner can never be knovvn,
but we may suspect that it is not inconsiderable. Certainly, its presence and effect
lend strong support to the argument that in the case of oral examining the
increase in validity to be gained from making use of teacher assessments instead
of those made by an external examiner would more than compensate for any
loss in comparability of results from school to school that might arise as the
consequence.
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CHAPTER 5

Research by examining boards

S. of rER

This must necessarily be a very brief survey of a very complex subject.
and I shall refer only to the GCE boards. 1 shall give first an account of some
of the operational research rshich is a consistent built-in aspect of our sock and
then of some of the specific post-examination research which is constantly taking
place.

Reliability

Reliability is 0'1(11 too easily thought of as scorer reliability. Whilst this
is very important, the whole problem is exemplified very clearly by the broad
field of the discussions at this conference, which has e ramted from concern
regarding the reliability of oral examinersincluding self-con,istency and co-
ordination problemsto the extreme. where. with objectively scored tilts we
are concerned with the performance of the test itself test/re-test reliability
etc. -with some comment by the Way on the more conventional Mark !.a1Clnes
associated with traditarnal written papers. In all these areas it is vety easy to
drift if not fall into the fallacy of relevant objectivity. We have to be wary of
mere counting and arithmetical conveniences. The tally counter Ii traduced into
some of our earlier experiments in oral examining can be very useful, but one has
to be very sure of what one is counting and why, and that it is rsoithrshilr. We
have to be wary. in other words, of superficial reliability. %%idiom validity. Reli-
ability must always lie subservient to validity.

Comtarabiltry

Comparability, 1 take it. it a convenient (-Apt cttion for sonic broader
aspects of reliability. It may be thought of as starting wli,ur there are tr.°
examiners. in general, we use it with reference to the pass stand talc or grades in
No or more cxaminatiens which are operating at the tame level in the same field
and therefore may lie :'sunned to lie (411111\11.0,1e. e.g. the bail in 'CY 1. vet English

Language. the Grade c/11 border it) 'IV kvel Italian. 'There are. lio,res mails
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aspects of this comparability and it 3, a very complex question :

(1) From year to year in the Sarni subjrci in the snmar board. Some of
the factors contributing to this arc the continuity of examiners and
moderators, consistency of methods, availability of detailed statistics.

(2) From one language to another in the same examination and the same
board. In consideration of this problem the Cambridge Syndicate
has taken a cross-reference anabsis of the per formance of candidates
taking two languages. Inferences from such an analysis ale based
on the hypothetical quality of the candidate as a linguist and there
are many other imponderables. such as length and 11,11111C Of course
etc , but the figures for a large sample of candidate: provide sonic
useful information.

(3'; The same language in the same examinatinn for different boards.
Ins cstigations in this field, as I shall mention late r. are undertaken
from time to time.

It N,ould he diiiictth to trace historically the developments of the collectiw
consciousness of the boards; this seas no doubt or igunally eery much :u matter of
agreement of like minds and in a selatively small uorld, all - radcrnic and
l'10fessional C01150451.1(.

horn 1919 the Secondary Schools Examinations Council and later its
successor. the Schools Council. have had gut la ial oversight of the Nsork of the
examining boards. The Schools Council Subject Committees !lase access to
syllabuses, question papers. snarl: scheme, and scripts. Comparability 1:31etallY
at 'A' les el is the province of the Working Party on Advanced Level Cempara-
hilit.

Before 1939 the School Certificate Evaniination of each board Sc as scruti-
nised periodically tiy a team appo'ntcd by tic SSW. Since then this has lapsed
and the boards have uu,dertaken tie uclonsibility of initiating a continuing series
of investigations into different subjects. It is necessary to ins mion the field
as a %slide in order to keep the matter in perspective : any one modern langiaige
is only one of four or five coinmoner languages examined and only one of 5,0111C
thirty subjects at 'A' level and forty or fifty at '0 heel. As I 7( fu tied to 'four
or Ilse commoner 1,1V gt:31.:( S. 1 should 111.111VIA )041 11131 the VI ON( do riot stop
thrre : at the Cambridge S)rudicate ice have recalls ken comparing the
11- p.oach. stile and qa FA,. I d of papers and eNaillilf I. in N,,v,cvixi, Turkish
and Russian )

Each subject turn must take its turn title s yvr 1 r

ne such as. for example. stanolcal anonsahe Or .14 !'7( I titit 1411. 111(Al. F II
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languages as for other subjects, detailed comparative statistics are prepared each
year showing the number of candidates and the results according to categories
of candidates based chiefly on the types of schools. A great deal of information
of this nature provides a continuous check on discrepancies and anomalies which
may at any time be the sul)jees of further itive±.ligation,

It is interesting to note that thew is general opinion, supported by
research, that the problems of reliability in the marking of language papers are
smaller than those of other subjects.

In the course of these definitions I have given some notion of the concern
of the boards and of their formal responsibilities and some of their methods. I
should like briefly to remind you of some of the built-in proces,es directs d towards
achieving 317.INIII)UM reliability. These include the provision and comparison of
mark schemes, elaborate processes of co-ordination, the study of a wide range of
statistics which involves the preparation and handling at each (Amnia at ion of a
sr .t quantity of material and records, all of which amount to a considerable
research project and do in fact fill volumes. There are also procedures of check-
ing which are really a continuation and finalising of the co-ordination of mark-
ing. Subsequently there is routine post-examination analysis; details are usually
reported to subject cornmittees and to the School Examinations Comraittees and
in annual reports on the examinations. Similarly, comparative statistics are
studied by each board and discussed jointly where necessary.

One useful factor for the processes of comparability may be the use of
common elements. 'Mese exist between sonic boards in the use of y(1;1,111°11
objective comprehension tests in some of the alternative s)11,:bus. s sshich are
now being taken by a large number of candidates.

Following a lee( nt investigation conducted by a sub - committee of the
Schools Council Moderns La nguage5 Committee further discussions bosses's) the
boards have led to the experimental introduction of a common prose in the
French examination at 'A' level in 1972. The Oxford Delegacy is co-ordinating
the arrangements for this.

Investigations are carried out from time to tittle b) various boa'ds actinst
on behalf of and in agreement with other boards. It may be of interest to giv^
some account of the rOLCIlt ifIreqig.111011Organked by the on ti e French
'0' level examination in 1969. Sample scripts from each board sere marked by
cxaininct5 of all the other boards in terms of their ossu standards and that Chic
Examiners tepoited on the s) Ilabuses. question pap( is. arid mark O-m(5(4(.1(h
of the other boards. -I his resulted in sescrityt%so 5cpatatc lc and a con-
.idcralAr atesount of statistical data. Such an inc,tigation aims at an ak,cinter,t
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of the total demands of the examinations and includes a great deal of judgement
on matters not entirely susceptible of statistical evaluation. The real benefits of
such enquiries can be summarised as follows :

(1) Each board receives a critical assessment of all the aspects of its own
examination.

(2) Each board has samples of the content and method of other exami-
nations for detailed consideration.

The papers and meetings give an opportunity for discussion of the
forms of the examination, notions of standards, weighting of parts
of the syllabus etc. The report on this work will be circulated to all
boards and kill no doubt be pnt to all their subject committees.

Anyone concerned with the examinations is at present aware of two
conflicting tendencies : the first, a proper conce!n about absolute reliability and
comparability; the second, a strong and understandable desire for freedom in the
form and content of syllabuses. The latter leads to experiment and diversity in
methods of examining, and this is obviously necessary to provide experience and
continuous improvement; though often, exponents of change tend to think
that their method is the final solution. But whilst we must experiment we must
also realise that alternatives are bound to prejudice reliability.

Other chapters of this report mention the educational aspects of exami-
nations. Although the subject of this paper is the reliability of the examirations.
I mentioned at the outset that this cannot in practice be divorced from con-
siderations of validity. The boards and their advisers, who are largely teachers
directly involved with the examinations, arc constantly concerned with the
educational implications of their work. But the boards cannot separate their
responsibilities; they are rightly expected to maintain reliability and continuity.
"I hey have to recognise genuine advances in educational modes and functions.
They have to live with the problem of reconciling ideal reliability with educa-
tional ideals.

(3
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cimierER

The use and Wiuence of objective tests

\V. E. l'REscorr
An obleetie test is gent tally described as One 11, Ssiikll the questions

are set in such a eay as to hate only cue coned anivet r. 'It," term 'objective'.
therefore. 1(4,75 to the marking procedure 014. Devising the test remains sub-
jective. .1 he character istic contribution of objective testing has been that it
has inade possible rapid reliable marking regardless of ni11111xIS. It follows from
this that wherever such considerations are important it is valuable at least to
consider the pcesiliilit of wing objective tests.

The (or,(irirriion q objectitr hill

Although objec tit e tests ate distinguishable from other forms of test by
the compl5 to itliahility of marking, t, raanuher of ether charm Is risrics have come
to lx associated with their construction. These are NN oith recording here since
they have iiialouhntil- had an influence on the formulation of objectives ill
language teaching and nn resting

Ii) 1 lit major innu,,,c, bac l I eu vas ship interest ;,.,), from an over.

PIC"CCUI311°11"i111 111114i"g ("111;nalinn' to a consideration of the
pre paiation of the 1. vaniination itself. 'Hie essential fuss t(i) in the
eorsuuction of an ohjor live test at indeed in Ilic constructiori of
all tett should lie the detailed definition of objectives. Oily %%hen
objectiecs Ill l' 1Krn C lea dy defined can one hope to distils possible
techniques of testing, Ikfining obit-elites in testable terms it. of

.ti c1,11,tv diow silt I it it it the lack of just such a definition
..hich makes discirsion of '0 vt I I ItiOtaL:e

4.41 d lit.
iii "I be definition of the leaching objectives is folloi,sed 11 detailed

tl,e pre rise torn cot of the teachir g programme. 1 his is
ii,uticillarl Miro' tart in the e.,se el larg,,,w, spree only 3 1,1ni1ed
SC10( (if .11 (1011111,0 1,11,s_rilak'S can 1101-M311v I. taught 111 and



it is vriY iuspxsrtant that the test constructor should have a reasonable
indication of N511;1i this selection consists.

Objective tests try to sample as widely as possible from the
courer content. and in this they often differ %cry mathedly from
tradtional examinations.

(iii) The analysis of objectives and course content is followed by the
writing of test items. With objective test: this is generally accepted
as being a group procedure and it number of specialists are asked to
contribute questions. 'I his procedure. it might be suggested, has a
coniderable advantage OVCT IL(' nominal procedure adopted for
cot,yrntional sxaminations %%here On the whole fat less material is
considered at the preparatory stage.

(is) The try-out of the forms of the pre-test and the into analysis %vhich
follows go a long way towards ensuring that the test %%NO, is

ultimately presented to pipits as a par t of their examination dill he
reliable. will be of suitable and ss ill disci iminate :ticetiyely
over the ability r.1111V,O. lie item analysis is. however. only On(' pact
of the validation process. ;Lid it is very impoitant that the final form
of the test should be catefully constricted to unsure that it still

reflects. in a kiialAcit may. the aims of the course of instruction.
It should be \Al': priing if the elfecrs of this careful

prq 55(11' not to he folt in other less objective parts of the
examination.

Value. of !twig objectiz r h-diviqws I)? (CE ard CSE e.tnolinations

As mentioned cr.:di:T. before deciding on testing techniques. it is essential
to clarify objectives. lt then lit routes apfrarf lit :shirt/ter objective techniques can
he validly used. "I he iris-tease reliehility cannot be achieved at the expense of
the validity of the fist. )fit pies:111M's; that objective tests may be used. they do
appear to offer a number of advantages at the (;CE and CSE

(i) 1.arge numbers of pupils are involves].

(ii) is is desirable that the znatking Ir complicid as rapidly- as possible
since 111Ally decisions tend to depend on the results.

(in) "I here is a need for reliable tests %shish may help Cs:0111411111g 1WI(1

OW (Mil( tart: of conipating pep,ils who ;11c sitting similar II !semi-
millions. In tone is 01( 1,101,,CP1 of conipating caralidatt,
following &Tricia 'troths. and in (;(1: the 1,104CM Of C,i1Klid,111,
folios ii g .V1(111.itis"e Sdlahuses or Laing a similar (V1111111311.,11 5s i01
a (Weft rit 1som(1. 1VIth 1,1111 rxauiirriI ors 0,(IC is 111C 10111III of



comparing pupil performance from one year to the next, and also
the problem of comparing standards in the two Examinations
(especially Grade I Candidate CSE/GCE '0' level pass candidates).

/Ise of objecth'e te.515 in language to sting

In addition to the advantages that objective techniques may offer to
testing generally, the pan ticular advantage they offer to language testing is that
they enable comprehension to be tested without involving the pupil's ability
to speak or write. This is of Very great impoitance in those croes where the
activities of listening and teadillg comprehension figure very prominently among
the course objectives.

(i) Trsting font trchrn,ion

A number of examining boards have introduced, or are considering intro-
ducing, objective techniques of testing in the field of listening and reading
comprehension. Although these tests might well be considered an advance on
previous examination procedures they have met with sonic. criticism. It might be
interesting to speculate on some of the reason: why sonic teachers arc unhappy
about their use :

(a) The specimen material which has been available, has not always been
of the highest -often rejected test items. There is a tendency
for teachers to be so affected by the quality of the items in the speci-
men material that they are not able to appreciate the merits of the
technique.

(b) A munther of the examples of multiple- choice tests which have been
available have led teachers to suspect that they involve an excessive
dense of MtClligfriCe over Mid above a 1.110NNIcdge of the language.

(t) Many teachers are still not happy about the possibilities of guessing
1 his unease is often linked with a considemble degree of vagueness
about the significance of test soores means, standard deviations
range etc.

(d) There is still a feeling of dissaMfaction with the listening compre-
hension tests which have so far been developed. Although these
obviously involve a Iangts rneasume of listening comprehension, the
reading element is still present to a significant degree.

(e) Some teachers fear the po.sihle 'backwash' aims of multiplechoice
techniques.

1 hese criticism; point to the need for rune discussion of the particular
techniques being used in tie 11111117i1C-01Oke sections of the'(' lexcl examina
'ions. 1 here is a danger that the particular types of item which %%fie 0+01 from
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American tests may be used to excess. The 'Who is speaking?' and 'Where are
they?' types of item are probably more suitable for a standardised proficiency
test than for continual use in ennual examinations. The situational techniques
used in the listening comprehension test might well be reviewed to see whether
or not another technique could be found which involved less dependence on
comprehension of the written options.

The question of intelligence is also an important one. NVith the agree-
ment of the examining boards concerned, the Nuffield/Schools Council Project
has arranged for the pre-test of GCE multiple-choice German and Spanish
items on native speakers of the languages concerned. Classes of mixed ability
of the appropriate age range have been asked to complete the tests to ensure
that those items which appear to require qualities other than comprehension
of the language are readily identified.

The likely backwash clreo of multiple-choice is still hard to assess.
Vernon offered the view that 'So long as the objective questions arc rearonably
straightforward and brief, we know that the amount of improvement brought
about by coaching and practice is limited.... llowtticr, it is possible (though
there is little direct evidence) that facility in coping with more complex items
is more highly coachahle and that pupils who receive practice at these may
gain an undue advantage". One po.ssible way of ensuring that the item types
are straightforward and lacking in complv \it). might Ix to adopt the procedure
often recommended in the construction of psychological tests namely to con-
struct the test first 35 an invr ntive-rulor se test and then to use the incorrect
answers as a guide to possible distioctors.

Tasting titter; and oral troduction
Some of the testing techniques often (111110)Cd in (X3T114136C,115 to test

speaking and writing are of viry doubtful reliability. unstructured essay
and the free conversation hOth require subjective judgements by examiners and
are very difficult to mark consistently. Vriting and speaking. however. both
involve qualities which it is impossible to .rsssess entirely objectively. 1he prob-
lem is therefore how to reduce the unreliability of the !narking withnt destroy-
ing the validity of the test.

(a) Writing

the reliability of the test of %.rijrig may be imiloord in a
number of wa%s : ilicrea,ing the number of queetior s, increasing

'The Cuticate cf Sea,-' der, rdutoti.:.1.. rt,-, r, rbffiti,,- oft
Examinatkns Bul!ttir, 4, Sct.udary 19C4
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the number of markets so that a form of multiple marking is
employed, or using analytic !narking schcines.

Can objective tests also play a part? The case for introducing
the puicly objective test rests on the assumption (hat writing
involves a complex combination of skills is hicli may to a certain
extent he isolated awl tested separately, Marking schemes for essays
frequently acknowledge the Manly aspects of lariting \slier! they
make ploy ision for the separate assessment of such aspects as
accuracy in the use of structin c, use of vocabulary, spelling, etc. It

can be argued that the essay is not the most efficient means of test-
ing such (cantles, since the examiner is dependent on 'skit the
pupil decides to produce in order to make his assessment. A amore
searching and planned aSSesSIllent could almost certainly he made
in a number of separate objective tests..lhe reason that such tests
do not play a part in our examinations is the fear of their effect
on teaching. 'I he use of objective techniques alongside the more

conventional essay t!i)e of (Ille'li°°, hone et. would see" to 'lit
further research and experiment. if accuracy were asss,sid by

objective techniques only, and riot in the essay. it sold be interest-
ing to see if this had any marked effect on the quality of the essays
pioduced in examinations.

Although completely objective teeliniqms do not yet appear
ill GCE or (:SE tests of %%liking. a number of techniques ate now
bring included %silkh are capable of being winked vsith a high
degree of Muir-judge reliability, .1n example of cii!.c such technique
is the use of a serirs of questions on pictures ishich is included in
sonic (:SE rxalninatio.s, and sill appear in sonic of the experi-
mental '0. had Isiaininations for pupils testing the Ntiflicld
Schools Council inaurials. Such a ICC-11114111e 31111:315 to offer a

number of advantages: it may be reliably scored, it 1113.y 1,( .1,01

to Supple a fa %kid(' area of the syllabus. and its rthvt on teach-

ing is likely to be ben' fie ial. A' the 1upi1s lilastelY of the language

increases 50 the recd for ,1311 tests diroinishcc. 111(ir is ectiainlY.
licost%er. a case for their use at the hvel of first examinations,
Stealn,ie

Testing the pupils abilit to speak the language is ger.erally
ceclt sl as bring the most difficult of all the language testing tasks,

In addition to faced in testing 113 ic ale

the p/ohlrnii, of indis ;doll tostint and the linnitcd amount of time
1' ,ii131,1r for assessing each pupil.
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l'irns leur has stated that the 'problem of objective testing of
speaking ability has largely been overcotne in recent years". By this
he presumably means that it is possible to construct a test of speak-
ing ;shtick can be lila) ked with a high degree of reliability. Unfor-
tunately there must remain a suspicion that this reliability may
well be achieved at the expense of validity. Most published tests of
speaking base their assessment on such a limited sample of the
pupil's performance that it is hard to feel convinced that the tests
are valid.

'I here does, however, seem to he a need for semi-objective
tests in addition to the 'free conversation' which already exists in
oral examinations. In the '0' level examinations for Nuffield /Schools
Council pupils questions on pictures, narration of events presented
in a sequence of pictures, and role - playing have been introduced.
All these techniques may be marked very reliably if a clearly
defined rating scale is devised.

Another technique which sonic boards are currently employing
is the 'hundred prepared qoestions'. An interesting aspect of the
'hundred prepared questions is that it appears to mark a radical
departure from the GCE 1.ciardi' normal procedure of avoiding
any indication as to the linguistic 5.) Ilabus on which the examination
is based. Hut it is unfortunate that in this case a decision about
syllabus content appears to have been taken without fast consider-
ing a '-tailed definition of the objectives for oral work. Had these
objectives born clearly defined there would surely have been 210
need to list the actual hundred questions to he answered. ft seem;
doubtful whether this will ultimately he in the hest interests of
oral teaching.

PoJtsclitt
One imixiitant effect of the introduction of objective testing his not ycl

been mentioned. 'I he prcx.luction of such tests is a lengthy and 4 vi,cnsive busi-
ness and a number of boards have recognised the desirability of co-operatins7
in establishing an item bank. A recent report by the NUR' has shown the
feasibility of producing an item hank for the use of CS1-; hoard; and te.ichris
constructing their own Mode Ill examinations. It is reasonable to 5,,ive,
that the degree of co-operation between examining boards will increase as the
need is kit for MOT C and reliable testii,g
' rimel u r. P.. 'Tcgire Csr(en TirCuacr lean:ire'. In Valdn,an, A .

11.,..014(e fee,-111,1r. Nrw Yr,rk.. 12(.6. p 21-,)
,k1t1,ik. I S.. Item FS1(' ,r. Na;,,, al tc,unciati.-.1, flitcroi,,t al Rf,f ',VOL
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CHAPTER 7

The use and efficacy of
continuous assessment

B. G. PALMER

In proportion as dissatisfaction with traditional techniques of examining
has grown, interest has increased in the contrasting technique of continuous
assessment. Some six years ago, CSE became the first public examination in
this country seriously to include teachers' assessments, although the colleges
of education probably have the longest experience in the field. '1 he latest mani-
festation of interest is contained in the Propo,ats for the curriculum G rd
examinations in the sixth form' where it is stated that the new examination
'should allow appropriate combination of external and internal assessment,
including the assessment of course work'.

Efficacy of conliri U0145 assessment

The efficacy of a form of assessment (efficacy is mire logically discussed
before use) may be examined under two main headings:

(1) Reliability
Continuous assessment is necessarily subjectise; examinations

are potentially more reliable especially with 'objective' methods.
'1 he reliability of CA can be greatly increased by introducing other
assessors to counter individual fluctuation and personality factors
--by internal moderation. In public examinations, to ensure com-
parability of standards, external moderation is also necessary.
Reliability is likely also to increase with the experience of the
teacher in this form of assessment and with the length of period
over which it takes place.

(2) l'alichly
In the most complete form of continuous assessment all

elements of the course may be represented in the Tina! result. This

I Ste Appendix 2



does not necessarily ensure a valid assessment, The teacher needs
to define his objectives with some exactness and then to gauge what
is being measured and in what proportions. Examinations set by
responsible bodies arc likely to be reasonably valid for their own
examination syllabus, but may be much less so for individual teach-
ing syllabuses.

Adt antages

The major advantages of CA as opposed to examinations seem m be
'hat it is flexible and can cater for individual differences in schools, teachers,
children and syllabuses; that the pressure of work or 'assessment motivation'
is spread evenly throughout the course and not related to the last few months
or weeks. CA also avoids three inevitable disadvantages of syllabus-content
examinations, and at least one other major potential disadvantage. It asoids
arbitrary sampling since the whole syllabus can never be examined in the
limited time of the examination; it avoids the intense psychological pressure
created by examinations which is felt by a number of candidates (and which
produces unreliahk results, and can also inhibit learning over a longer period
of time). It also reduces the possibility of no result at all through illness, physical
accident, etc., and may avoid the backwash of examinations which in practice
has usually proved restrictive, and harmful both toe content and technique.

(Examinations can. however, also be designed to have a beneficial back-
wash, and in that sense may lead to curricular innovation, e.g. silcss on oral
skills in language examinations.)

Dimekantages

Continuous assessment has certain disadvantages. The demand, on the
teacher are much greater. Ile must have more initiative in clarifying his objec-
tives, greater objectivity in his assessment, greater diligence and care in his
record keeping. If; will also sjxnd more time moderating the work of col-
leagues. Malpractice (coo ing and plagiarism) is easier to get away with.
Against this some form of sporadic testing, or in the case of a long essay or
project, a tiro, may be the only defence. Improvementlerogress by students
is not always adequately nwaided. Differential assessment can mitigate this
(i.e. work early in the course could count for a lower proportion of the total
assessment).

'There arc other potinti31 disadvantages which I have not expetieneed
in practice. The teacher. /student relationship may be misuse-1v affected Ly the
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former's perpetual role as asu'ssor being emphasised. Partly because of this the
student may he under psychological strain throughout the course. Because the
student dare not risk a low mark and thereby 'IoNser his average', learning may
become /ecl ambitious and more convergent.

Such an analysis of continuous assessment suggests that we can
reasonably think of assessment as falling within the competence of the teacher.
but supplemented or complemented by external moderation and exarninatrons
stere necessary, although often lse start from the opposite end. It is certainty

clear that most of the deficiencies of both methods of assessment can lire over-
come by appropriate combination- -the proportions must clearly vary at least

according to the level. the subject being learned and the objectives of the
course.

In assessing languages. it is an interesting exercise to start from the
assumption of r:o Miltlinati,,ns, and then to make a case for each one proposed
--e.g. if it i an objective of the course that a child should he able by the end
to ask his way in French in Paris and understand the reply. then a certain type
of final oral test is justified, and so on.

Prrsrrit wt. corairo4ori5 (7(-4.,rocrir

So far in this country there is [(I.:likely Mlle general t r(riekcc of con-
tinuous assessmerit. and even less of its application to laugm-g(s.

I) CSI:' bontri,

From the otrt the CCE type (,011111i,16011 %%a, to he (116(011)
re-appraised d other s (rmillaytd

Le main purp,,( of Aria s}'trm of (NNItp7:1%.1,1, is tO +1-ice a, Sri
10 tr,,atute aln:It and acl,i,rno,t. If. I.ro,(v(r. tlr ayrrn :raiiona (01,"1I

oo'd (f unarm papcn and par ro-al t(: qt at a sp(rific n rt of tier,,. 1[.()
to(a,ure ore aspm only of total rtfotinance and I/ r do o. to the diLad a'rla:f
of c.,ndidatta ut,o a,( bad cxatinntco acre. r(a,r, of

avert tints- to tl,r dirict or arse (i1!,r cause ['fit routrc4. at
a d.adNa'r,tage at 11c- ton, t}, 'at fr,T tic raaminarion

AT, 35 ,ant d acliON,Ir ar,t c.,1 tie c-t tic
course 1,adlrq up to Or (",,a'1,`T Virg" AAC,,l'd. If lakiri in (critui,(1,61) 1.1111 ti c

of 11 cAat,.;rotir.n rot rnis do cr.-et r j13tn( is axis (3i
1'1.1 NN0U7d1 rate crier trd- aoirt d .11(11 as !I C i'a acir
in t V I N r and to,,iatr r r«olIN for t l and (c.. ( f a Atop

a' 'tars i - -'a :it 1
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Under Mode I (as well as under Mode III), there is wide use of various types
and degrees of CA (with variation between board and board, subject and sub-
ject). With two boards the teacher's assessment is taken into account only for
upgrading a candidate who has done unexpectedly badly in the examination.
In languages CA is much less common. Infortnation from twelve of the fourteen
boards reveals that in only two and a half (half being the North section of the
East Anglian board) is a definite proportion of the marks (riven for course work.
In two others project work may be used for upgrading.

(2) In colleges of education

The longest experience of CA is probably in the colleges of the Bristol
School of Education, but many other colleges now use course work in making
the final assessment. There is a wide variety of practice. In Berkshire College
of Education, out of sixteen subject areas five have no examinations at all, one
has no written examination; the majority have a combination of course work
and examinations. but not all in the same proportions. 7 le languages (French
and German) have 60 per cent course work and 40 per cent examination, but
fourth year B.Ed. studies are assessed only by examination.

Future LIR'

The use of CA seems likely to go on increasing especially in the assess-
ment of languages. If examinations can be accepted as complementary. to CA.
debate might be directed towards, fur example, an identification of the specific
objectives of courses at various levels and the isolation of those objectives which
can be assessed (illy by end of course examination. In discussion of particular
problems such as the assessment of oral contribution and skills, the place of
diagnostic testing will no doubt emerge.
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CHAPTER 8

Examinations in English as
a foreign language

G. E. PERREN

Clearly, examining English as a foreign language is big business, and one
which has been going on for a long time'. Since in the world at large English
is the most widely taught foreign language, it is not surprising that the range
of examining techniques employed is very large indeed- -from the highly
sophisticated to the very naive. In this particular context, the examining of
English is fundamentally different from the examining of other languages, for
we are considering our own language as learned by foreigners and not foreign
languages as learned by English speakers. Moreover, in this case the examiners
themselves are native speakers, operating as it were from a borne base, and not
as in the case of most foreign language examiners in Britain, foreign speakers
of the language concerned.

(tome - based examinations in English as a foreign language, then, are
not necessarily linked to a particular educational system and is associated
values, are applicable primarily to those who want to take them as evidence of
their ability to use English, and to rune extent are competitive with each other.
It follows that they are likely to be far more linguistically based than educa-
tionally based; the examiners are certainty not experts in the educational hack
ground of all those foreigners who sit for their examinations, but they do claim
to be experts in the language--if only because it is their own mother tongue.

We all think we know a lot about our own language, and indeed we
doalthough not always explicitly in those terms in which it needs to be
presented to foreigners. English too has been the subject of a great deal of
advanced linguistic research'. As the linguists will tell us, it is no easy matter

' Ste Note, p. 64
It should be noted that a number of British universities offer advanced postgraduate
courses for teachers of English as I foreign language, often svilh a high content of
theoretical and applied linguistics. there is almost nothing comparable for the teacher
of other foreign languages
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to test English as a foreign language, simply because we now know so much
about English. The matter is made more complex because English is mostly
taught abroad by foreigners who, if often deplorably ignorant about the lan-
guage, nevertheless seem to be quite clear about what they want to teach, which
is not always the same as we would like to test. We can imagine a similar situa-
tion if the French taught in Britain by British teachers were examined by
Frenchmen living in France. If so, no doubt we should be critical, but we
should also be at a linguistic disadvantage in making come of our criticisms.

In this situation there arise overtones of national responsibility not
associated with examining foreign languages in Britain. The English language
abroad is often known (and probably judged) by examinations which are set in
Britain, certainly as far as adult learners are concerned. Thus British examining
authorities which set papers in English feel that they are, as it were, authenticat-
ing the language, and perhaps the culture, of their own country to foreigners.
British-based examinations of English as a foreign language are inevitably seen
as a projection of Britain abroad. The foreign candidate expects his ineed of
British 'civilisation' in such examinationsexported direct from Britain---and
the British are often very ambivalent about providing it. At any rate the British
argue a great deal among themselves about the nature, consistency and appro-
priate evidences of British civilisation which should he exhibited abroad in their
examinations.

Thus the choosers of set books for literature papers are often in a fix.
Quick to recognise (as liberal and progressive academics should) that Britain
has developed a new relationship with the rest of the world since 1945, noting
her less dominant and rather more convivial role, they guiltily realise that much
of that very English literature which foreigners appear to like reading most is
riddled with imperialism, xenophobia, racialism or culpable self-confidence in
the superiority of Britain. (When selecting French, German or Spanish texts,
the British examiner has no such moral problems.) The conflict between the
claims of the classics and of a modest presentat'on of the contemporiTy scene
can be quite agonising.

Examinations in English as a foreign language have a long history. The
Cambridge Proficiency Examination was first established in 1913, and the
Cambridge Lower Certificate in 1939, both examinations being designed
primarily for non-English speakers in Europe. The examinations set by the
RSA in English as a foreign language were originally developed to meet the
needs of foreign students living in Britain. although now they arc extensively
taken overseas, P.od are set at three levels. Examinations in English as a foreign
language arc also administered by the Pitman Examinations Institute and the
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LCC. The latter body attempts to provide papers which are concerned especially
with English used for commerce. All these examinations include tests of spoken
English as well as tests of reading and writing. The oral tests vary in their
sophistication and power.

here is, however, an even longer history of examinations in English
which have been taken by non-English speakers in colonial and ex-colonial
territories outside Europe, Most of these examinations, as far as their English
language papers are concerned, have been almost unmodified versions of
examinations originally set for pupils in British schools. Thus they were designed
less to test English as a foreign language, than to assess those skills considered
appropriate to native speakers of English. They have therefore had a strong
literary bias and a language content which for a foreign learner can only be
regarded as curious. Until quite recently they included no oral test. The first
overseas candidates for the London University Nlatriculation English papers
sat (in Mauritius) in 1865, while the Cambridge Local Examinations were first
taken in the Straits Settlements in 1891 and in Lagos in 1910. Since then the
Cambridge board's Overseas School Certificate, its GCE and its many local
derivatives haw largely moulded the style and manner of English teaching in
schools in great areas of Africa and Asia, with the general agreement and
co-operation of the local teachers. It is sometimes claimed that in countries
where English is usr,1 as a medium of school instruction (alt1101.igh it must first
be learned as a for n language), it thereby changes its status from a foreign
to a second language i.nd should be examined by rather different methods than
those appropriate in, say, France or Germany. This may be true, but the dif-
ference should perhaps lie rather in varying the cultural content or context
than in modifying the linguistic criteria or techniques of examining employed.
Quite apart from the influence that these examinations have had on the teach-
ing of English in schools, more recently certain GCE '0' kvel English papers
have been taken by very large numbers of private candirirtes overseas. (In
January 1969 for example, about 35,000 candidates sat for the London Univer
sity GCE '0' level English paper.) Examinations made in England base an
obviously high status overseas, supported to some extent by their value as a
qualification for overseas students who wish to enter Ihitish universities or
technical colleges for further training.

Two recent developments desen special notice. 1 Ince ears ago the
RSA established its certificate in the teaching of English as a foreign language,
primarily designed for foreign teachers of English. In this examination. papers
are set on the methodology and content of English teaching. but candidates who
cannot produce external evidence of a previous good command of English may
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have to take a preliminary paper in the language. More recently Trinity College
of Music has also established a Teacher's Licentiate Diploma in English as a
second language which includes a test of oral English as well as one of teaching
methodology. In view of the importance of oral tests, those recently introduced
by TCM are of special interest. These new examinations in spoken English ar
a second language can be taken in twelve grades, ranging from a level appro-
priate to very young children to one suitable for adults. It is intended that the
different grades cars be taken at yearly intervals, thus coveting up to twelve
years of learning English. The examinations are supported by detailed syllabuses
for each grade which provide far more gu'datIce than is neurally the case in
any language examinations. There is nothing parallel to these Trinity College
examination; generally available to student; of other foreign languages in
Britain.

A common esitici., most language examinations is that their
syllabuses are inexplicit, on ttals t; t or non-existent. While this applies to tmtny
examinations of lingi:-.is ign language, it certainly does not apply to
all. Partly no doubt bccaus of these examinations are set in Britain, to
be taken in many differ ent countries, and because candidates are prepared by
many different kinds of teacher, many of whom are themselves foreigners,
English syllabuses tend to be Inure explicit than those provided in other foreign
languages. But because the techniques of testing used have to he acceptable
to the same wide variety of teachers and candidates, they tend to be C0115CIVI
five. 'Face validity of question and content rates high in such circus
but face validity is not always a good guide to the construction of good examina-
tions or good tests in languages.

A number of examMations in English have developed and now cinfrloy
objective and semi-objective techniques. These have been-, used quite extensively
in the Cambridge Proficiency Examination the Use of English paper), by
the ECG and by others.

One special aspect of English testing (as distinct from public 'examining'),
deserves brief note. In both Britain and the United States very large snappers
of overseas students seek entry to institutions of higher education, and special
English tests of proficiency ate needed, sshicb can be taken in overseas countries.
This has given rice to valuable research on both sides of the Atlantic. particu-
larly into the problems of testing advanced proficiency in the use of a langu4e.
Some of the techniques evolved to tttst students practical ability to we English
for puqxsses of learning vocational subject: might well be of interest to examiners
of other foreign languages at other levels.
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Nothing has been said about the many English examinations which are
set and administered in countries throughout the world by foreign authorities.
There are of course a great number of these simply because English is the most
widely taught foreign language in school and out. Advanced techniques of
examining are often used and some deserve careful study; more international
interchange in this field would be beneficial, not least to British examining
bodies.

NOTE

Entries for some examinations in English as a foreign language

Totals
Cambridge Examinations in English

Certificate of Proficiency Lower Certificate

1968 14,371 37,481 51,852

Royal Society of Arts, English for foreigners

Stage I Stage 2 Stage 3
1968/9 4,000 3,804 1,030 8.834

Trinity College of Music, Spoken English

1969 Grades 1-12 1,846
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CHAPTER 9

Summary of discussions

The papers preserved obviously introduced issues beyond the problems
of setting, marking or administering examinations, more particularly, that of
the effeLt of examinations on teaching aims and techniques. One of the tradi-
tionally accepted roles of school examinations in Britain has been to provide
general control over the curriculum, and indeed over the content of the courses
taught in secondary schools. In some subjects the examination syllabus is the
school scheme of work for the one or two years preceding the examination. In
others an interpretation of the expressed examination requirements is worked
out in detail by the teachers and the schools. There arc e.tablished objections
to both approaches. A rigidly controlled and detailed examination syllabus.
designed at.. imposed as it were by a central body, is regarded as a straight-
jacket by some; while a loose description of general aims is regarded as too
vague to secure efficient teaching by others. To whichever side we incline, it

is quite clear that since examinations are measuring instruments, they cannot
be efficient (or efficiently prepared for) unless we have a clear notion of what
they are measuring. Whether provided by examining boards or by schools,
detailed teaching aims and objectives are essential.

In recent years the materials and techniques used for foreign language
teaching have radically changed. 'fhis has not resulted from chrnges in examina-
tion requirements but from new fashions, attitudes and insights into language
learning. The shift of emphasis in classrooms from learning about languages and
their associated literature, to learning to use languages has led to a general
desire for greater precision in deserihinr; exactly what pupils are expected to
be able to do at the end of courses, but so far GCE boards have been cautious
in committing themselves to such descriptions.

Ga."0. revel
The traditional imprecision of examination syllabuses probably exerts a

conservative influence not only on the techniques of examining but on the
methods of teaching employed in schools. Because no detailed statement is pro-
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vided of exactly what candidates are expected to have learned, teachers dili-
gently search past papers not only for indications of the standard of performance
required but for likely questions which can be anticipated in their teaching.
Departures from traditional methods of teaching or from established course-
LP:As may indeed app prejudicial to good examination results. A closer
definition both of general aims and of teaching objectives to be realised in the
classroom might well entourage greater freedom of teaching techniques, albeit
within defined limits. Specifications of what should be expected of pupils at
different ages and stages would also be helpful.

Vocabulary as a measure of what should be known by candidates has,
when used by itself, severe limitations. 'Knowing words' does not es,aate with
knowing a language. But in view of current uncertainty about the range of
vocabulary which may be expected in examination papers. scone guidance I
examining boards would be valuaide. (In French, Ir Pancai: fondarnrnial-
suppot ted by additional listsmight be a useful guide.) Apart from sons
description of the linguistic content in the syllabus, a statement of the level of
skill required would be helpful, particularly if comprehension of speech is to
be tested. Teachers would find it useful too, to know the importance of accuracy
in pronunciation (what tolerances arc permissible?), in spelling and in gram-
matical correctness in relation to the over-all proficiency required. Some skills
of clear value, for example that of rapid silent reading for information, might
be encouraged by providing appropriate tests. At present sonic techniques used
for testing comprehension of written language actively discourage the develop-
ment of high reading speed by emphasising the close study of individual words
at the expense of the co- ordination of contextual information.

Greater flexibility of teaching, permitting a choice of materials to suit
the varied interests of tead.cis and pupils, might be encouraged by rNuiring
only limited compulsory studies, and offering a wide choice from a number of
optional units covering different ranges of language or centres of interest. This
would require a greater Variety of published teaching texts, and no doubt pub-
lishers would require, before marketing them. some assurance of quick and
nifinclou

GCE 'A' kyr/

it seems clear that present 'A' level syllabuses (in some respects much
!none closely defined than those at '0' level) arc too 111a!row in their scope to
ensure work of equal interest to all those who may take sixth form courses.
(Some sixth forms require only one year courses beyond '0' level.) Again it
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might be valuable to limit the compulsory elements, and to provide a variety
of alternatives to the conventional literature requirements. Papers in 'civilisa-
tion' at ,resent tend to be unattractive, but papers which emphasise contem-
porary interests, some technical, might well be popular. They would need
syllabuses which define their linguistic range as well as their content.

Schools urdoubtedly tend to stick to the knownthe literature course
because of the widely assumed value of classical texts and their established
teachability. But to guarantee safety in passing examinations, crude simplifica-
tions of sophisticated literary values may have to be presented in classrooms.
Literature should certainly remain as one of the options, and the prose--so
often attacked- -also has considerable value as an option. It is, however, doubtful
whether formal tr:'.oslatieo into English should remain at all; an English sum-
mary of a text in a foreign lartgtiage would be more widely acceptable and could
well encourage wider, fr.ster and even more intelligent reading. If s literature
paper if taken as an option then to require at least one essay in the foreign
language on a text which has been studied in detail seems appropriate. Wide
and rapid reading should 1w encouraged, although literary classics are not
necessai ily the best material on which to develop this skill.

CSE Mode 111

There arc obvious difficulties in ensuring that Mode 111 papers arc
comparable in standard to those set in Modes 1 and II. Different boards have
devised different methods to keep them in line, In this field the experience of
the Schools Council Modern Languages Project in establishing a common paper
acceptable to several boards, to be scored according to agreed principles, seems
very relevant, especially iu connection with techniques of testing listening and
reading comprehension.

Mode III permits teachers to decide their own teaching objectives and
the relative weighting to be given to various skills; an examination syllabus as
distinct from a school scheme of work is. in these eireinustances, inappropriate.
But if the schemes of different schools appear to tequire different levels of
achievement, moderation may be needed; if the scheme of an individual school
implies a lower level of achievement than is required by Modes 1 and IL a
board may indicate that candidates taking this Mode Ill are unlikely to be
atle to achieve a grade I pass.

If equality of standard with GCE revel or With Modes I and II is
sought, schools offering Mode Ill may be tempted to concentrate on esamining
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written skills, which would destroy sonic of the advantages of using Mode III.
The comparatively small number of candidates taking Mode III (about 10
per cent of the total) indicates that its opportunities are not yet being fully
exploited: in some areas it is not offered at all. Some teachers are soil reluctant
to employ newer techniques for testing, e.g. a tape recorder for assessing oral/
auditory skills.

Non-school cAanzinations

Like those of CSE Mode Ill, the language examinations of the Ordinary
and Higher National Diplomas (Business Studies) are internally set and sub-
ject to external approval and scoring, but there are the following differences :

(i) The joint committee provides a model syllabus, which is accepted
by most colleges.

(ii) A pass in the oral test is obligatory.
(iii) Previous course work is assessed.

Equivalent levels of achievement in different colleges could be eiteouraged
through more contact between colleges and by circulating copies of papers set
or of recorded versions of oral tests. Comparative statistics of results could also
be published,

hi non-school examinations oral tests are emphasised and these often
require a high level of fluency and expression. Because of the varied vocational
interests involved, however, it is not always easy to find oral examiners who
possess the necessary combination of high fluency and a knowledge of the
technical terms likely to be required to discuss the particular interests of catx
didates. Although using a language laboratory to present questions and record
candidates' answers may appear to help, it must be remembered that scoring
a taped oral test is slow and expensive. If live examiners are rued, recording
facilitates external moderation by permitting sample re-scoring.

Oral examining

Examinations of oral ability require a syllabus no less than examinations
of reading or writing s;.illsit is quite insufficient to provide a vague statement
of aspirations or merely ,o indicate certain social situations within which can-
didates should be prepared to talk. Standards of perfenoance required could
be cla ified hy making and circulating recordings of model oral tests, together
with an analysis of how such examples are scored. It is felt that the one hundred
prepared questions, the listing of twenty to thirty topics for preparation and
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study, or the use of project work as a basis for oral testing could all be helpful
in defining in practical terms not only objectives but the standards of oral skills
required.

In terms of the time, travelling and subsistence expenses of external
examiners (not to mention the loss of teaching time involved in some institu-
tions) traditional methods of conducting oral tests are expensive. The return
for this expenditure is at present very limited. When the examiner himself par-
ticipates in exchanges of speech at the same time as he is attempting to score
the responses, tests can be particularly unreliable or become virtually non-
dieriminatory. The reliability of scoring greatly according to the nature
of the test materials, the qualities which are selected for scoring, the extent to
which over-all performance is notionally, sub-divided into sub-skills and the
weighting given to them in scoring. Such weighting should not necessarily be
the same at all levels of proficiency, or in all languages. (Tolerances of pro-
nunciation may be wider in, say, Gerinaa than in French, and in English
perhaps widest of all.) Unstructured tests of 'conversation', requiring a series
of marks based on the assessment by one examiner of several supposedly dis-
crete skills, simultaneously employed, can only become more unreliable as
greater discrimination is attempted. An 'impression' mark on a simple pass-fail
scale may be much more reliable, but this only raises new problems of validity.
Then results have to be graded, as in CSE, it is difficult to ensure both good
reliability and adequate discrimination.

Proposals to increase the over-all weight giY en to oral performance in
GCE examinations could, unless the tests used were much more effective than
at present. lead to those pupils seeking university entrance being placed at
greater risk. The present low correlation between results in oral and written
tests suggests that it is wiser to submit scores for them independently rather than
to combine them.

Research by examining boards

The care taken by examining boards to ensure comparability of stan-
dards in GCE papers, and similarity in standards between Modes 1, II and III
in CSE papers, is welcomed. But the details of such work are not widely known
outside those immediately professionally involved. An air of Olympian mystery
is attributed to the delibera'ions of boards by many teachers, parents, and can-
didates, which could perhaps be dispersed by freer information. It is realised
that repoets of all their detailed work might not be suitable for wide publica
lion; but even if marks are confidential, the processes of arriving at them need



not be. It is believed that teachers would benefit from more information and
that teachers in training should be taught not only the principles of language
testing but more abort the administration and control of public examinations.
This would improve confidence in results and lead to better participation by
teachers in developing new techniques.

Objective tests

The use of objective tests of achievement requires the exact definition
of aims and a precise analysis of the- content of the course of instruction to be
tested. It is clear that objective tests can offer great economy in administration
and scoring costs. But their use also helps considerably in the task of clarifying
objectives and establishing the relative value of the multiple skills which con-
tribute to language proficiency. Apart irons their use in making comparative
assessments of performance, they can be of great value as a research tool to
tell us more about language and language teaching. At present objective tech-
niques are ostensibly most suitable for assessing the receptive skills of compre-
hension, but are less manageable in measuring the in Auction of speech and
writing. But just as an unstructured conversational test of speech can be wildly
unreliable, so the essay-type test of writing skills can be unreliable, uneconomical
and inefficient. 1 he backwash effect or non-creative quality of objective tech-
niques is often criticised, but controlled methods of eliciting written responses
can sometimes be scored semi-objectively, e.g. by requiring written responses
to pictures usA as stimuli, the completion of a narrative sequence or the com-
position of structured letters. It is also perfectly reasonable to provide a detailed
examination syllabus and to employ objective tests to assess whether it has been
properly covered.

The proposal for an item bank of pre-tested materials, available to
examining boat ds, is not new and remains attractive; although in our present
state of impreclsion about syllabuses, it might have to be associated with a bank
of aims and objectives.

Continuous orscssnncnt

If misunderstood, the notion of continuous assessment can easily
encourage continual testing, which has obvious disadvantages. Long term
studies of the reliabili y of continuous assessment as compared with that of
conventional periodic , .ing or examinations are required, as %veil as clarifica-
tion of its effect on st +dent motivation and on student-teacher relationships. In



schools, the status of the public examination such that it could not suddenly
be replaced, bearing in mind the attitudes of pare,its and employers. If con-
tinuous assessment is used in schools, problems arising from changes of school
or chrsnges of teacher have to be adequately dealt with.

In universities, where continuous assessment has in the past been used
little in undergraduate work but much more in graduate work, there are sips-
of a change round The newer universities rely more on assessments of under-
graduate course work, while at the second degree level examinations are
becoming more cconnon.

Responsibility' for assessment should as far as possible be spread between
teachers, not only to increase reliability but to increase student confidence in
the ratings given. Clearly, too, students must know these ratings, if not con-
tinuously then at periodic intervals.

The ranking or assessment of candidates given to examining boards by
teachers is a form of continuous assessment, which appears to favour pupils
in comparison wide the;: later examination results. While the role of continuous
assessment in the obviously practical subjects (such as arts and crafts) is c:ear
because of the nature of the tasks learned, its true value in relation to foreign
language courses awaits the careful listing of objectives arid the ordering and
weighting of the skills involved. 'l he more foreign language achievement is
understood in terms of skills rather than knowledge, the more appropriate
continuous assessment becomes.

English as a foreign language

Examinations set and administered from Britain and taken icy candi-
dates from many countries both at home and abroad are subject to multiple
feed -back. A very la ge proportion of candidates for the Cambridge and RSA
examinations in English take them in Britain. .1 he papers set nnist therefore
satisfy both foreign and British teachers of English, of widely tideling stan-
dards of competence both in English and in teaching skill. The variety of
demand for a ,s1 provision of English has led to interesting and !Practical develop-
ments in the techniques of language examining. These are riot always well
enough known to those concerned with other languages. It is felt that from
the points of view both of examining and of teaclii;,g techniques there could
well be a greater interchange of information between teachers of English as a
second language and teachers of other foreign languages.
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APPENDIX r

Current research
The following extracts from Cilia Research Register describe

:esearch in progress in Great Britain.

727 Mrs C. Burstail, National Foundation for Educational
Research, 79 Wimpo le Street, London WI. Associates: 2
research assistants, 2 technical assistants. Sponsz,r; Depart-
ment of Education and Science.

The French project: an investigation into the teaching of French in primary
schools. The project will present an independent evaluation or the pilot scheme
for the teaching of French in selected primary schools. A longitudinal study is
being carried out of 2 consecutive year-groups of pupils (about 12,000 children).
Suitable control groups have been set up. Tests of proficiency in French (listen-
ing, speaking, reading and writing) have been constructed by the project staff.
The experimental sample will be followed through until the end of their second
year in the secondary school. Attitude scales, proficiency tests, questionnaires
etc. will be constructed as required. The study is being continued with a third
year-group (see no. 902). Date begun: May 1964. Progress reported: in French
from eight: a national experiment (first report) by Clare Burstail (see Appen-
dix 2); next report to be published about September 1970.

764 C. V. Russell, University of London Institute of Education,
Maki Street, I ondon WC I.

A comparative study of examination technipts in modern languages in the
Federal Republic of Germany and the United Kingdom. (I he researcher
attended as an obccrver the conduct of the Abitur examination (oral section)
in eight schools in Rheinland-Westfrien during May 1969.) For degree of MA.
Date begun: July 1967.

835 E. F. Chaplen, 27 Birch Hall Lane, Manchester MI3 OXJ.
(Research at : Faculty of Ed' ration, University of Man-
chester, Manchester M13 9PL.) Sponsor: Social Science Re-
search Council.

Construction, validation and me of an English proficiency test battery.

(I) Construction and validation of the battery, for non-native speakers of
English who intend to pursue diploma or degree studies in British universities.
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(2) Use of the battery to determine what proportion of undergraduates and of
postgraduates from overseas are probably under-achieving as a result of lack
of proficiency in English. Test battery has been administered to overseas students
at universities and assessments of English proficiency have been obtained from
tutors, in order to estimate the proportion of students who would benefit from
remedial English courses. For degree of PhD. Date Legun: October 1967.

902 Mrs C. Burstall, National Foundation for Educational
Research, 79 Wimpo le Street, London WI. Associates:
I research assistant, 1 technical assistant. Sponsor: Schools
Council.

The third cohort study. An extension of the evaluation of the teaching of French
in primary schools (sec no. 727). The main aims are : to carry out a longitudinal
study of a third year-group of 8-year-old beginners in French; to investigate
further the teaching of Frcr,ch in small rural schools; to study in detail the
factors determining less able pupils' success or failure in learning French; to
investigate at the primary level promising lines of enquiry developed during
the evaluation of the secondary stage of the pilot scheme. Date begun: April
1968.

903 P. Dyson, De La Salle College of Education, Middleton,
Manchester. Sponsor: Modern Language Association.

Oral testing in French (Modern Language Association research project). (1) A
comparison of analytical and impression marking systems for oral assessment.
(2) A comparison of different testing techniques for conversation ('free' con-
versation as opposed to 'guided' conversation). (3) Can pronunciation and
intonation be assessed along with reading? Date begun: October 1969.

908 Dr W. D. Ilalls, Department of Educational Studies, Univer-
sity of Oxford, 15 Norham Gardens, Oxford. Sponsors:
Council of Europe, Gulbenkian Foundation.

Oxford /Council of Europe study for the evaluation of the curriculum and
examinations: sub-project : modern languages at the upper academic secondary
level : a comparison of the curriculum and examinations in the member states
of the Council of Europe. This entails the study of official documents relating
to aims, syllabus, curriculum and examinations; survey questionnaire; field
work and personal intervims. Date be November 1968. Progress reported:
in report by W. D. Halls (see Appendix 2).

909 W. Prescott, University of York, Mick legate House, Mick le-
gate, York Y01 1JZ. (Schools Council Modern Languages
Project : Evaluation Section.) Associates: A. Crispin, B. Park,
U. Sankarayya, J. Simpson. Sponsor: Schools Council.
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Research on tests and testing and examinations. (1) Production of achievement
tests in French, German, Russian and Spanish for pupils aged 11-16 and (in
French) 8-16 who are following the Nuffield/Schools Council materials in these
languages. (2) Development of experimental '0' level examinations in modern
languages. (3) On-going research and testing during production of materials.
The tests produc.d will he published by the publishers of the Nuffield/Schools
Council course materials. Details of the examinations are already available.
Date begun: 1968.

910 Welsh Joint Education Committee, 30 Cathedral Road,
Cardiff, Glamorgan.

Research to establish an interim model of standard spoken Welsh to form the
basis of all aspects of Welsh language teaching in schools, especially the teach-
ing of Welsh as a second language. The work is being carried out by a panel
coinprising language specialists and teachers. Date begun: February 1965.
Progress reported: Cymraeg B;-w: Rhifyn 11 published June 1967 by the 1VJEC.

911 Welsh Joint Education Committee, 30 Cathedral Road,
Cardiff, Glamorgan.

Compilation of a list of the basic sentence structure; and vocabulary of Welsh.
Examples of the structures listed will be provided; the list is intended to cover
the structures and vocabulary to be known by students of Welsh as a second
language who are candidates for examinations in Welsh (GCE '0' level and
CSE). Date begun: February 1965. Progress reported: Cyinraeg Bye: Rhifyn 11

published June 1967 by the 1VJEC.

914 T. A. Carter, Language Centre, University of Southampton.
Ilighfield, Southampton SO9 5N11. Acsociates: Mrs J. Russ.
Miss A. Leyland, Dr K. Zobel (University of Southampton):
M. Taylor (Bell School of Languages, Cambridge). Sponsor:
Office du BaccalaurCat International, Geneva.

Research on multiple-choice and other objective tests of language acquisition
at university entrance level. Preparation of tests, item and battery analyses of
validity, reliability and backwash effect on teaching. Correlations with national
examinations in several European countries. Date begun: January 1967,

915 T. S. Percival, Department of Education, University of
Manchester, Manchester M13 9PL. Sponsor: Schools
Council.

Construction of a standardised battery of French test n. Tests of listening, read-
ing. writing and speaking are envisaged, for use below CSE/GCE level. A
preliminary study was carried out, comprising development and standardisation
of a listening test (details of this study are on file at C1L1); the present work
will be carried out on similar lines. bate begun: 1970.
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APPENDIX 2

Select bibliography
This short E5t of hooks and articles relevant to the topic of
the conference includes publications referred to in the text

of the report, but not fully described there.

Burstall, Clare : French front eight: a national exprriment. National Foundation
for Educational Research, Slough, 1968. (Occasional Publication
Series 18.)

Centre for Information on Language Teaching : Foreign language testing. 3rd
cdn. CILT, 1969. (Specialised Bibliography 1.)

Christopher, R. : IMBIGCE: the stork of the Joint Matriculation Board. Joint
Matriculation Board, Manchester, 1969. (OP 29.)

Connaughton, I. M. : 'The validity of examinations at 16-plus'. Educational
Research, vol. 11 no. 3, 1969, pp. 163-78,

Davies, Alan, editor: Language testing symposium: a psycholinguistic approach.
Oxford University Press, 1968. (Language and Language Learning 21.)

Department of Education and Science : The Certificate of Secondary Educa-
tion. DES, 1968. (Reports on Education 47.)

Department of Education and Science : Statistics of education 1966-: vol. 2:
GCE, CSE and Jrhool Iravern Annual, IIMSO, 1968 -. (For 1962-65
see Statistics of education 1962-65: part three. Annual. HMSO,
1964-67.)

Grey, D. : 'A CSE examination in German'. Modern Languages, vol. 47 no. 3,
1966, pp. 104-7.

Ilalls, W. 1). Report on modern languages el the upper academic secondary
level. Oxford University Department of Education, 1969, (Oxford/
Council of Europe Study for the Evaluation of the Curriculum and
Examinations.) (Mimeographed.)

Ilitchtnan, P. J.: Examining oral English 1st schools. Methuen, 1966.

Joint Matriculation Board : 0-keel Latin, French and biology: an enquiry
conducted by the University of London School Examinations Council
and the Joist Matriculation Board into exans.ration standards. The
Board, Manchester, 1966. (01' 24.)

Leng, A. 1.: 'An alternative French '0' level examination'. Modern Language!,
vol. 48 no. 3, 1%7, pp. 105-8.
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Lindley, D. V.: 'An experiment in the marking of an examination'. journal
of the Royal Statistical Society, series A, vol. 124 pt. 3,1961, pp. 285-313.

Macintosh, H. G.: Objective testing. Associated Examining Board, Aldershot,
1968.

Mather, D. R., N. France and 0. T. Sate : The Certificate of Secondary
Education:a handbook for moderators. Collins, 1965.

Modern Language Association : Modern language courses in the sixth form.
MLA, 1968.

Otter, 11. S. : A functional language examination: the Modern Language
Association examinations Project. Oxford University Press, 1968. (Lan-
guage and Language Learning 19.)

Peterson, A. I). C. : 'International exam.' Times Educational Supplement, no.
2702, March 3 1967, p. 135.

Proposals for the curriculum and examinations in the sixth form: a joint state-
ment . Standing Conference on University Entrance and Schools
Council Joint Working Party on Sixth Form Curriculum and Examina-
tion!: . . (December 1969).

Schools Council : Examinations Bulletins :
5. The Certificate of Secondary Education: schoolbascd examine-

Lions: examining, assessing and moderating by teachers. HMSO,
1965.

11. The Certificate of Secondary Education:
English. HMSO, 1966.

12. Multiple marking of English compositions:
'rent; by J. N. Britton, N. C. Martin, H.

20. CSE: a group study approach to research
by IV. 0. A. Rudd. To be published by
tional for Schools Council, October 1970.

Schools Council : Examining at 16 +: the report of the joint GCE /CSE Com-
mittee of the Schools Council. HMSO, 1966.

Schools Council : Working Papers:
5. Sixth form curriculum and examinations. HMSO, 1966.
6. The 1965 CSE monitoring experiment. Pts. 1-2, HMSO, 1966.

19. Development of modern language teaching in secondary schools.
11MSO, 1969.

20. Sixth form examining methods. 11MSO, 1968.
21. The 1966 CSE monitoring experiment. HMSO, 1969.
28. New patterns in sixth form modern language studies. To be pub-

lished by Evans/Methuen Educational, October 1970.

Scottish Education Department : Scottish educational statistics 1966-. Annual.
IIMSO, 1967-.

trial examinations- -oral

an account of an experi.
Rosen. HMSO, 1966.

and development; edited
Evans/Methuen Educa-
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NVest Yorkshire and Lindsey Regional Examining Board : CSE examinations
1970: assessment in a nutshell. Rev. and reprinted. The Board, Sheffield,
1969.

West Yorkshire and Lindsey Regional Examining Board : Conducting an agree-
ment trial: a working manual. Rev, and reprinted. The Board, Sheffield,
1968.

Whalley, G. E. : The Certificate of Secondary Education: an account of the
CSE examination, its organisation and methods. University of Leeds
Institute of Education, Leeds, 1969.

Whitfield, Richard C. : 'Improving examining at sixteen plus'. Educational
Research, vol. 10 no. 2, 3968, pp. 109-13.

Wilkinson, Andrew : Spoken English. 2nd impression, revised. University of
Birmingham, Birmingham, 1966. (Educational Review Occasional Pub-
lications 2.)
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